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Introduction

A key purpose of the language arts program is to help chil-
dren and youth to master basic communication processes and
those thinking processes Lssociated with communication.
Through the language arts students should grow in their ability
to listen and speak, to read and write, and to use language to
think. But students must read about something, talk about
something, write about something, listen to ideas about some-
thing. This "something" can be content supplied by a literary
selection or by a firsthand or vicarious experience; oras this
book emphasizesit can be content from the natural and social
sciences or from current events.

If students are to learn to communicate with one another
about ideas and problems in the curriculum content areas, es-
pecially in science, social studies, and health, then it follows
that instruction should be organized so that students acquire
control over the facts, concepts, and generalizations of the sub-
ject areas; and control over skills related directly to those areas
(e.g., map skills in the social studies). Instruction should also be
organized to help children to communicate about content from
the subject areas, specifically by gaining control over the skills
of listening, speaking, reading, writing, and the thinking proc-
esses related to the content areas. This book is written for teach-
ers who want to know'how to incorporate language skill-build-
ing activity into subject-area teaching ,and learning.

This book has three major divisions; one on comprehension
and study skills, a second on vocabulary development, and a
third on writing skills. The reader will find overlap among the
chapters, because there is really no way to separate reading,
writing, listening, and speaking activities in teaching. Chil-
dren listen, talk, and read in preparing to write; they listen as
part of the discussion that typically follows reading and writ-
ing in the content areas. Talking and discussing permeate all
learning; and listening and reading are necessary to compre-
hend subject matter content. For the same reason, the chapter
on writing incorporates reading, listening, and speaking in an
integrated language arts approach that blends instruction in
communication processes with instriiction in tLe facts, con-
cepts, generalizations, and skills of various content areas.

This book provides practical teaching strategies that are
based on research on how children learn to read and communi-
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cate. From such research the author synthesizes instructional
strategies for the teacher who wishes to integrate communica-
tion skills with content study.

A final thrust of this book is involvement. Students need to
be involved emotionally and intellectually if they are to learn.
Therefore, numerous Suggestions are offered for involving chil-
dren and youth in communicating about content through talk-
ing, listening, writing, reading, observing, and doing. Viewed
from this perspectivd, the communication processes are excit-
ing ways of involving `students actively and directly in learning
con ten t.

Dorothy Grant Hennings
Warren, New Jersey
June 1982





Teaching Compr ehension
and Study Skills

Across the Curriculum

Whatever you cannot understand, you cannot posuess.

Johann Wolfgang von Goethe,
Maxims

Artwork and text contributed by
Ann Marie Altavilla



Teaching Comprehension
and Study Skills

Across the Curriculum

Students most often learn content through listening and
reading. To learn the significant facts, concepts, and generali-
zations of a discipline is to listen and :ead for meaning. In oral
communication the listener's task is to understand the mes-
sag of the speaker, whether that message is delivered in a con-
versational setting that allows for immediate feedback or in a
more formal lecture setting that may or may not allow the lis-
tener to respond. The same is true in reading. The reader's task
is to go beneath the surface structure of letters and words to get
at the meanings the writer intended.

Also, fundamental in learning content are what are generally
termed "study skills: the ability to locate material that bears
upon a topic under investigation and the techniques for study-
ing that mai.erial so as to comprehend it. Study skills, especially
as they relate to reading, overlap in some respects with com-
prehension skills.

How does the teacher help young people build comprehension
ane study skills in the content areas? The pages that follow at-
tempt to answer this question by suggesting ways to organize
units of instruction that integrate language skilis and content
activity. In this chapte: the author begins by identifying key
comprehension and study skills that young people must acquire
if they are to learn through listening and reading. Next, a gen-

. eralized model for tea...hing comprehension and study skills in
content areas is proposed, followthil by specific instructional

, and learning strategies.

Compiehlension and Siudy Skills
to Be Taught

Comprehension skills that can be taught through unit study
are of four types: factual, inferential, relational, and judgmen-
tal. These skills are common to both listening and reading for
meaning. In addition, with listening, personal factors such as
gestures, facial expressions, stance, and vocal intonations im-
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pinge on comprehension. With reading, the way material is laid
out on the page can affect a student's ability to derive meaning.

Factual Comprehension
To comprehend at the factual level, a student must be able

to grasp information in a reading passage or from what is
stated directly by a speaker. In the case of listening, this means
remembering the main ideas and significant details of a mes-
sage heard, recording on paper a set of notes in which main
ideas and details are clearly laid out, and acting upon informa-
tion in the message, such as following directions. In the case of
reading, it also means being able to loOdate needed information
within the printed lines.

Comprehending main and subordinate ideas. When reading
or listening to complex content, students cannot necessarily
retain all the points raised, but should come away with the big
ideas that are the e.ssence of the message. In material from the
natural and social sciences, the big ideas are often generaliza-
tions that explain how the world of nature works and how peo-
ple function. Important details provide information about who,
what, when, where, and under what conditions.

Taking notes. When oral messages or written passages are
lengthy or complex, students cannot rely on memory alone in
order to retain the main ideas and significant details. There-
fore, they must acquire basic notetaking skills so that they can
organize information in a way that is useful for them. Starting
in grade three or four, students should be introduced to notetak-
ing in order to develop skill in organizing information in a vari-
ety of formats as part of reading and listening. By the inter-
mediate grades, young people typically are introduced to the
conventions of formal outlining with main heads and sub-
heads. In addition to formal outlining, students should also
learn how to develop data retrieval charts, flow charts, maps,
simple lists, and charts that outline who, what, when, where,
under what conditions, why, and how. They should learn to
vary their notetaking based on the purposes of their listening
or reading, and on the kind of content they are handling.

Taking action on factual communication. When students or-
ganize information they hear or read into some logical scheme
on paper, they are taking action on the information received.
They are taking action on information when directions are
given, such as in science, social studies, art, music, or physical
education classes when the teacher orally outlines what stu-
dents will do. For example, the science teacher may explain or

3
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a laboratory guide sheet may describe how to manipulate a
microscope. Whether the explanation is oral or written, clear
comprehension is vital, because students who do not under-
stand the dos and don'ts of microscope use can damage the
slide or the microscope. The same is true with directions given
in physical education classes. Failure to comprehend such di-
rections can result in injury to students as well as to equipment.

Although some would claim that learning facts is less impor-
tant than higher levels of thinking involved in inferential, rela-
tional, and judgmental comprehension, the first level of under-
standing is factual comprehension and it is basic. Unless stu-
dents have the facts straight, they cannot render judgments
about them, discover relationships -among them, or act upon
them. Paul Brandwein, in the Teacher's Edition of Concepts in
Science: Blue, pg. T-9 (Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, 1980), makes
this point clear, especially as it relates to scientific learning,
when he states:

Investigations, and the experiments they may include, come
out of knowledge and not, as is often implied, a lack of knowl-
edge. A scientist does not start with a problem; a scientist starts
by knowing something. So does a teacher. So does a child.

In a similar vein, Robert Gagne, in The Conditions of Learn-
ing, 3rd ed. (Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1977), writes:

Knowing a set of strategies is not all that is required for think-
ing; it is not even a substantial part of what is needed. To be an
effective problem solver, the individual must somehow have
acquired masses of structurally organized knowledge. Such
knowledge is made up of content principles . . .

Inferential Comprehension
To comprehend at the inferential level, students must be able

to pick up meanings implied rather than stated directly by a
speaker or writer. To do this requires that students be able to
identify subtle clues. For example, a written passage or an oral
message may not state directly the year or time of day when an
event occurred, the age of the participants, the distances in-
volved, or the precise location of an event. By reading or listen-
ing "between the lines," however, a person can figure out these
details, as consideration of the following passage demonstrates:

Abigail lay awake in her trundle bed. She could not sleep. She
was thinking of tomorrow morning when the people of the settle-
ment would gather to give thanks for the first harvest they had
enjoyed in this new land.

4
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In the days before, the men of the settlement had gone intdthe
woods to shoot wild fowl and deer. The women had prepared
cranberry relishes, corn, pumpkins, and the venison and wild
turkeys for the feast that the settlers would share with some of
the friendly Indians who lived nearby.

Abigail closed her eyes and imagined the good day to come.
The last year had been hard. Often there was not enough food to
eat. The first winter had been cold, and many of the settlers had
become sick. But tomorrow would be different. She could hardly
wait.

This passage does not identify the group of settlers as Pil-
grims, the celebration as the first Thanksgiving, the time as
early 1600s, the location as New England. Perceptive readers,
who bring their prior knowledge to bear on the passage, get
these points through inference. The same is true with implied
meanings in an oral message. In either case, inferences can be
judged correct or incorrect by referring to the content of the
original message.

Readers and listeners can also make inferences about feel-
ings or points of view contained within a message. A simple
feeling inference about the passage above is that Abigail was
excited about the coming feast day. In other instances, stu-
dents may have to infer whether a speaker or writer is positive
or negative on an issue or happy or unhappy about the events
described. At times students must even infer the name of the
individual about whom a speaker or writer is talking, especially
in a sensitive situation where the writer or speaker does not
want to come out and name names. But a speaker may drop
subtle hints that perceptive listeners will pick up and thus know
who the person in question is. Of all the content areas, the social
studies provide the best context for helping young people build
inferential comprehension skills.

Relational Comprehension
To comprehend at the relational level, students go beyond

what is stated explicitly or implicitly. They must think in terms
of why and how and then propose generalizations that are
based on the points stated. In relational comprehension there
are no right or wrong answers. Rather, students propose origi-
nal statements of relationships, hypotheses, or predictions
that appear to be consistent with given facts. The essence of
relational comprehension is making the-intellectual leaps that
carry the thinker beyond given facts to propose relationships
among those facts and to make predictions based upon them.

5
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When presenting significant content from the subject areas,
teachers should be alert for opportunities to help students see
relationships. By doing this, students are engaging in truly
creative reading and listening, because they are putting pieces
together and discovering relationships for themselves. As stu-
dents build their relational comprehension skills, they are
functioning at a much higher intellectual level.

Judgmental Comprehension
To comprehend at the critical level, a student goes beyond

the facts stated and renders value judgments on the message.
Such judgments may focus on the factual content of the mes-
sage, the assumptions underlying it, the opinions directly stated
or the points of view implied, and even the style with which the
message was presented. Of course, these judgmets may also
be influenced by the personal values of the student and go be-
yond the facts and opinions stated in a message.

When subject matter content deals with pressing social issues
of past, present, or future, making judgments is no hypotheti-
cal exercise. Students are dealing with real issues that touch
their own lives. Students are judging whether a particular act
by a U.S. president was justifiable under the circumstances,
whether specific revolutionary acts of a people were warranted,
whether the position of country X or country Y was mpre ac-
ceptable, or whether a controversial research program shourd
be continued. By the upper elementary grades, students are
ready to examine the moral and ethical issues involved in these
questions as part of the subject matter they are studying. When
young people pursue these questions in their classes, they are
developing critical comprehension skills and at the same time
are learning content.

Nonverbal Comprehension Skills in Listening
In face-to-face situations, many aspects of a message may be

communicated nonverbally. A raised eyebrow, a frown, a sud-
den movement of the arm may carry more meaning than the
words spoken. To comprehend fully, students must be able to
grasp these meanings. This is especially true if students are to
go beyond factual meanings to consider implied meanings and
to render value judgments. As listeners, students must be helped
to understand:

1. Whether a speaker's verbal and nonverbal languages are
sending compatible or conflicting messages;

6
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2. Howj a speaker feels about a topic as indicated by his or her
body lan uage; and

3. Ho their own perceptions of nonverbal language (e.g.,
clothing, appearance, stance, mannerisms) affect their reac-
tion to a essage. Readers must handle some of these same fea-
tures of Jcommunication when interpreting pictures in books
and ne spapers.

Study Skills Related to Reading
If yoUng people are to become independent learners, they

must b
and co
dents

1. U
cate in

2. U
as gui

3. U
tion a
dexes;

4.
tion a

able to locate materials on a topic and be able to read
prehend the material on their own. Specifically stu-

ust learn to:
e the card catalog, indexes, and tables of contents to lo-
ormation on a topic;
e boldface and italic headings as locational tools and
es to the organization of a passage;
e a variety of references including encyclopedias, dic-

es, almanacs, atlases, picture folios, and special in-
and
an written material quickly to locate needed infbrma-
d pass over material not related to the topic.

In ad ition, young people must develop their own approach to
studying lengthy passages. They must learn how to get an
overview before reading in detail, how to prepare for notetak-
ing, and how to check their own comprehension after reading.

A unit study in any subject area is an ideal context for learn-
ing the skills of locating information and the skills of scan-
ning. When using these skills while searching for information
to share with others, youngsters see purpose in what they are
doing. Then too, as part of a unit study, youngsters can prac-
tice these skills cooperatively with fellow students.

Summary
In this section we have discussed the four aspects of compre-

hension common to both listening and readingfactual, infer-
ential, relational, and judgmental. Jr' addition, the compon-
ents of nonverbal language important to listening and study
skills basic to independent reading have been outlined. Figure
1 presents these skills in the form of a checklist that teachers
can use to diagnose children's skill levels and to develop pro-
grams in the content areas that include a comprehension and
a study-skills dimension.

7
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Figure 1 DIAGNOSTIC CHECKLIST OF
COMPREHENSION AND STUDY SKILLS

Skill Levels

The reader or listener is able to High Average Low No Skill

Factual Comprehension

Distill main ideas from a message.
Grasp significant details that support
main ideaswho, what, when, where,
and under what conditions.

Organize ideas heard or read into a set of
notes that meets the needs of the
situation.

Take action based on an oral or written
communication, such as following a set
of directions.

Inferential Comprehension

Grasp facts about time, distances,
locations, people, and so forth, not stated
explicitly but implied 'in the content.

_
Infer the feelings and points of view of
writer or speaker that are implied but
not stated explicitly.

Relational Comprehension

Generalize based on given data. Predict
outcomes not stated or implied.

Hypothesize reasons not stated or
implied.

(continued on page 9)
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Figure I (cont.)

Judgmental Comprehension

Render judgments about the content of a
message, assumptions on which it is
based, and opinions contained therein.

Render judgments about the style of a
message.

Propose personal opinions and
preferences in response to ideas stated;
e.g., what he or she would do in the same
or a similar situation.

Nonverbal Listening
Comprehension

Interpret nonverbal signals in making
inferences about implied meanings.

Use nonverbal signals in rendering
judgments.

Study Skills in Reading

Use the card catalog, indexes, and tables
of contents to lorate information on a
topic.

Use boldface and italic headings as
locational tools.

Scan written passages quickly to locate
needed information and to eliminate
passages not relevant.

Use a variety of references.

Attack a written passage independently.

Student's Name: Date.
Comments:

9
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Design for Teaching
Co prehension and Study
Ski ls in the Content Areas

Many teachei work on comprehension goals during regular
reading periods using passages from graded basal readers.
However, teache s tend to overlook that many of the same skills
are basic to rea mg and listening comprehension, and that
these skills can 1e blended while teaching content in classes
other than readi g. The following case study shows how this
can be done in a ixth-grade social studies class.

Blending Readi g and Listening Comprehension:
A Case Study

Mr Ortez's sixthl\grade class is using the text, The Human
Adventure (Addison-Wesley, 1976), as the jumping-off point for
a unit study on civilizations down through the ages. At this
point the class is deOing with the Renaissance and Age of En-
lightenment in a mod-0e the tekt calls "Philosophers and Kings."

Gaining a Perspect\ive on the Topic. To lay a foundation for
future work with the topic, Mr. Ortez chose guided listening to
the i. ttroduction to "Philosophers and Kings." Before begin-
ning, Mr. Ortez asked, his sixth graders to consider what the
title "Philosophers and Kings" might mean and to tell what
they knew about philosophers and kings. He then asked them
to listen as he read them the introduction. When his students
had listened to the section, Mr. Ortez guided them as they con-
sidered the major paragraphs. For a paragraph describing
what the great philosopIlers of the 1600s and 1700s were writ-
ing, he asked, "What were the big ideas being voiced by the
philosophers who lived then?" He asked the same question
about successive paragraphs on John Locke, Montesquieu,
and Rousseau. As the students responded, one of them wrote
key points on the board under main headings the students
themselves developed as they went along. These headings
succinctly summed up the focus of each paragraph. They were:

I. What the philosophers of the 1600s and 1700s were
saying

II. What John Locke wrote
III. What Montesquieu wrote
IV. What Rousseau wrote



When students had suggested poinis to list under these four
headings, Mr. Ortez added three headings to the chalkboard.

. How these philosophers were similar
VI. How these philosophers were different

VII. How monarchs of the 1600s and 1700s would probably
react to these ideas

Under Mr. Ortez's direction, the students opened their texts,
reread the section silently to themselves, and then met in small
groups to come up with points to list under each of these head-
ings. Later they reconvened as a class to contribute their ideas
to the chalkboard lists. Before erasing their notes from the
chalkboard, one student made a copy on large chart paper for
use later on.

Organizing for Comprehension. During the next social
studies period, under Mr. Ortez's guidance, the class scanned
the remaining 15 pages of the text on "Philosophers and Kings."
They quickly looked through a subsection called "The Sun
King" to identify him as Louis XIV of Fr'ance; similarly they
scanned sections called 'The Double Eagle," "A Military State,"
"The RomanOvs," and "In England" to identify the kings and
quPPn s and the periods and places where these monarchs ruled.

Based on this initial reading survey, the students organized
a chart (see figure 2) to use in gathering notes about the royal
houses described in their text.

Figure 2 A NOTETAKING GUIDE

Kings and Queens of the 1600s and 1700s

Name of king or queen:
Name of royal house:
Time frame:
Place frame:
What the monarch did:

What the monarch believed or said:

How what the monarch did related to what the philosophers were saying:

11
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Having prepared for data collection, the students divided
intO five teams of four or five members. Each team was respon-
sible for compiling a chart or a series of charts (if more than one
member of a ruling house was described in the text) from read-
ing the appropriate subsection of the text. Accordingly, there
were tdams on "The Sun King," "The Habsburgs," "The Kinks
of Prussia," "The Romanovs," and "The Kings and Queens of
England." Besides gathering data from their text, the teams
were to locate additional information on their topics through
reading in related references. All informatdion was to be placed
on a display chart adhering as closely as possible to the order-
ing of topics cooperatively determined by the class.

Students worked in their teams for several days, going to the
school media center when necessary to pick up needed refer-
ences to bring back to the classroom. One team found and
viewed a film related to the monarch for which it was responsi-
ble. Another located a relevant filmstrip. One student located
books in the public library that the class could scan for infor-
mation and placed them in the classroom reading corner. The
charts grew in length and complexity as students went way be-
yond the material in their texts to ferret out data. As teams be-
gan to complete their charts, they met briefly with Mr. Ortez,
who offered suggestions and discussed key points with them.
Then they mounted the charts around the room so that the en-
tire class could see them.

Analyzing Findings. With all the charts mounted, Mr. Ortez
convened the class as a seminar. Members of each team first
explained their charts to the class so that all would have some
understanding of key findings. Then Mr. Ortez asked for com-
parisons and contrasts. He asked, "How was Louis XIV similar
to the Habsburgs? to the Romanovs? to the monarchs of Eng-
land? How was he unique?" When students had compared
what the European monarchs were saying and doing, Mr. Ortez
unrolled the chart the class had devised at the beginning of the
unit that summariz:A the ideas of the philosophers of the peri-
od. He asked, "How do you think Rousseau would have felt
about the policies of Louis XIV? How would John Locke have
viewed Charles I of England? What would Montesquieu's prob-
able reaction have been to the Kings of Prussia?" With such
questions asked at this point, Mr. Ortez was getting his sixth
graders to go beyond stated facts and to propose relationships.
To get them to think judgmentally, he asked, "Under which
monarch would you have preferred to live? Why?"

During the discussion, a recorder stood by the board and
compiled a list of key points being made. Mr. Ortez stopped

22
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periodically for suggestions as to how best to organize the lis-
tening notes being written on the board. At this point, Mr. Or-
tez asked students to make a prediction. He asked, "Given the
differences between The views of the monarchs and the philoso-
phers, what could happen in Europe? Why? What factors sup-
port your prediction?" He also asked students to play with meta-
phorical relationships by suggesting, "I could call Europe un-
der the Romanovs and the other monarchs a 'keg of dynamite.'
Why? What else could we call Europe of that period? What
about a car speeding out of control on a busy road? Why?" These
questions were clearly relational, for they asked the students
to go beyond stated facts to consider possible outcomes. They
also laid the foundation for future study of the next unit in their
text, "Revolution in America and France."

Designing Lesson Sequences
Mr. Ortez's lesson series suggests a sequence useful in teach-

ing comprehension and study skills in the content areas. The
sequence includes perspective setting,- organizing for reception,
receptic and analysis.

Perspective Setting. In learning content, students handle a
lot of material that makes many points quite rapidly. In such
situations, students need help in developing a mental frame-
work for structuring the points and for distinguishing main
and subordinate ideas as a basis for clarifying relationships.
To build this framework readers will find it helpful to begin by
studying carefully the introductory paragraphs of a reading
selection to see if there are clues as to the overall direction the
selection will take. Then, by rapidly scanning the main and
subordinate headings, nothlg italicized words, and studying
pictures and other visuals, a student has some understanding
of the overall design of the section.

In listening situations, students can do much the same by
attending to introductory remarks made by a speaker to identi-
fy any key themes to be developed in the presentation and to
identify the structure or organization of the,remarks to come.
For example, if a speaker announces early on, "I am going to
talk about four points," such a phrase gives the listeners a clue
that they should be listening for those four points. To set the
stage for purposeful listening, the teacher proposes a listening
task: (e.g., "What problems were the people facing then that
concerned the philosophers?").

Perspective setting techniques, such as those described
above, should be used whenever students begin a major unit
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involving a lot of reading material. As Mr. Ortez's introductory
lesson suggests, textbook material can also be presented orally
with the teacher reading it in a dramatic way. Students can
begin to understand what is involved in.really studying a writ-
ten passage by reacting to passages as part of a cooperative
listening experience. Also, if a unit introduction is oral, it helps
slow readers to compensate for their lack of reading skill. .

When a listening experience is used to set a perspective for
what will "follow, it provides an ideal opportunity to teach note-
taking skills. As Mr. Ortez's lesson demonstrates, students can
cooperatively develop a set of listening notes on the chalkboard
in response to introductory material, which can then be con-
verted into a chart for use as a reference throughout the unit.

Although research shows that the textbook usually serves as
the major source of information in the content areas, teachers
can ste rt a unit by reading a selection from a trade book or a
storybook that treats the period or problem that is the focus of
unit study. Or they can show a film or filmstrip or share an au-
diotape. Whatever the approach, experienced teachers have
found that it pays to guide students' listening or viewing activ-
ity by providing a perspective for as:,imilating what is to follow.

Organizing for Reception. The purpose of students taking
notes as a response to lis tening and reading activities in the
content areas is-to help them organize points in a way that im-
proves comprehension. Students need guided practice in orga-
nizing the information they are receiving. Initially, a teacher
must guide the students in learning how to organize a set of notes.

No one format suffices for all notetaking situations, so stu-
dents must be encouraged to think about what is the best way
to record key points. In some cases, the data retrieval charts in
chapter a on pages 67 and 83 are useful, especially when infor-
mation comes from more than one source and will be used for
writing summaries. In other cases, a list of key points, as in
figure 2 on page 11, is more helpful, especially when several
students are working on different aspects of a topic and need to
compare their findings. In still other cases, notes can be visuals
or pictures. Students may decide that the best way to sum up
ideas on immigration patterns is with a map that uses arrows
to show directions of migrations and labels to indicate the
dates and the peoples involved. A rough sketch of an organism,
a structure, or a piece of equipment might be more helpful in
clarifying relationships; or a flow chart that lays out happen-
ings, causes, and effects may be the best way to visualize big
ideas.
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Purposeful Recep4ion. When assigning listening and read-
ing activities, students will be more receptive if they can see a
purpose. Purposeful reception is more likely to occur in a unit
study because reading and listening serve as a means of data
collection; and purpose is achieved if students know that data
collected will help them see relationships among ideas about
the topic under investigation. The primary task for the content-
area teaclier is how to make purposeful reception happen.'

One way is to organize listening and reading so that each
experience focuses on the broadet topic or problem under dis-
cussion. This is in marked contrast to reading textual matter
in a science, social studies, or health.book paragraph by para-
graph, and answering teacher questions on each discrete section.

A second way is to organize so that every student does not
have to read every paragraph. In unit study, certain students
can read specific sections that they will share later with others
who have read different sections. Knowing that they will even-
tually share what they have learned gives purpose to their ac-
tivity. This approach also means that there will be a blending
of reading, listening, and speaking activity.

A third way to achieve purposeful reception is to use the text-
book as a jumping-off point for gathering data, but then have
students augment their findings by locating and reading re-
lated references or by viewing films and filmstrips. The text-
book can provide an organizing framework for unit study, but
all students need not read every word of the text. They can use
the text as a base and search for and read references that sup-
ply related ideas and facts. In elementary classrooms, u-
sources might include copies of other graded texts, encyclo-
pedias, trade boolts, and storybooks.

Thinking About. As stated earlier, there are four levels of
comprehension: factual, inferential, relational, and judgmen-
tal. At some point students must have opportunity ± think
about content in these four ways: The types of questions a teach-
er asks in large measure determine the cognitive operations
students will use with the content they are studying. While it
is important that teachers ask questions that get at who, what,
when, where, and under whel conditions to see if students grasp
basic facts and ideas, they must ask questions that require stu-
dents to show relationships, to make inferences, and to render
judgments. Questions that encourage children to go beyond the
facts include those that ask for:

1. Comparisons and contrasts: In what ways is this situa-
tion (problem, event, person, period, process) similar to that
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one? How do these situations differ? What other situation is
most like this one? Most different?

2. Groupings: What do these situations have in common that
allows us to group or categorize them? What is the basis for
our grouping? In what other ways can we organize facts and
ideas? How can we lay out our datãthi -pdPei--to clarify similari-
ties and differences?

3. Labels: What labels can we invent to apply to categories
we have developed? What can we call this? What can we call
that?

4. Explanations and generalizations: Why did (does) this
happen? What are possible reasons? Is there a general state-
ment that we can use to explain situations like this?

Preferences, opinions, and judgments: If you were given
your choice of X, Y, and Z, which would you choose? Why?
What do you think is the best course of action? Why? Of these
two options, which is the more sensible? Why? Can you think
of a better course of action?

6. Creative metaphors: To what can we compare this situa-
tion in a creative way? Why can we call this situation a keg of
dynamite? a space ship? a flow? a cycle? a pendulum? a spiral?
What else can we call it?

DolOres Durkin (1979) differentiates between teacher ques-
tions that assess chi ;Inn's ability to comprehend and ques-
tions that build c.,mpn,:lension skills. Her studies of classroom
sessions in which students were involved in content learning
indicate that few teachers actually build comprehension skills
as part of unit study.

Not only must teachers ask questions that go beyond facts,
they also must help students identify clues that clarify mean-
ings. These clues may be semantic (relating to word meanings),
syntactic (relating to sentence meaningS), intonational (relat-
ing to changes in pitch, pause, or speed in oral communication),
or pictorial. Thus teachers might ask students to make infer-
ences about time relationships by asking, "What words give us
a hint as to when this event occurred?" Or in making inferences
about a character in a story or about a historical figure, the
teacher might ask, "What information does this short clause
give us that tells us what kind of person this is?" Or after chil-
dren have listened to a recording of a dramatic presentation,
the teacher might ask, "What do we know about the mood of
the speaker from that long pause that we hear?" By asking
such questions, teachers are not simply assessing children's
comprehension, but are developing their comprehensicn skills
by pinpointing words, sentences, sounds, and visual compo-
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nents of a message that give dues to meaning.
The more sophisticated levels of comprehension are not like-

ly to occur until after students have acquired considerable
background through listening or reading. Once students lay
out factual data from their listening and reading in chart form,
they have before them considerable information with which to
identify similarities and differences, to categorize and label
findings, to generalize, and to judge. When teachers ask higher
level comprehension questions, students can then see the im-
portance of sound data in -any generalizations or judgments
they make. They learn that they must have facts to back up
their ideas.

Contexts for Developing Comprehension Skills Across
the Curriculum

Comprehension skills can be taught in a variety of contexts
in the content areas. But different kinds of materials require
different approaches. In contrast to storybooks, content in text-
books is often complicated and may require several readings
before it is fully comprehended. In addition to textbooks, there
are other types of print materials available for unit study that
lend themselves to teaching comprehension skills. They include:

1. NeWspapers and magazines,
2. Children's classroom newspapers and magazines,
3. General references such as dictionaries, encyclopedias,

atlases, and almanacs,
4. Informational books,
5. Biographies and autobiographies,
6. Historical fiction,
7. Collections of folktales and myths,
8. Poetry books.

There are many ways of incorporating these printed mate
rials into unit study. A teacher can introduce a unit by reading
a brief first-person account of a happening, a poem that touches
on feelings relative to the topic, or even a definition of a key
term from the dictionary. As an introduction to a unit, picture
storybooks can make a contribution. For example, young chil-
dren, beginning a study of social change, read and discuss a
little book like Changes, Changes (Macmillan, 1971), by Pat
Hutchins. Older children beginning a study of conflict can lis-
ten while their teacher shares a book like Bang Bang You're
Dead (Harper and Row, 1969) by Louise Fitzhugh and Sandra
Scoppettone. These same kinds of materials can be used at the
end of a unit to reinforce learnings. When students use a vari-
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ety of print materials, they learn to vary their reading and lis-
tening habits depending on the purpose of their study and on
the kinds of materials.

Nonprint materials that young people can use to build their
eomprehension skills are as varied as the print sources. They
include:

1. Films, filmstrips, and filmloops
2. Audio- and videotapes
3. TV and radio programs

Such materials are available for all curriculum areas and
can be used to teach subject matter and comprehension skills
at the same time. For example, one third-grade teacher intro-
duced a health unit on basic food groups by showing a filmstrip
and asking her pupils to listen to identify the major food groups
necessary for good health. She then helped them scan their text
to get an overview by studying the headings, diagrams, and.
pictures. The children also viewed an educational television
program that discussed the importance of exercise. They then
made data retrieval charts based on their viewing of the film-
strip and the television program and on their scanning of the
text. Later they went to references for additional information
they had identified as necessary to their investigation. The use
of all these resources added interest to the unit and the children
learned how to get facts and ideas through a variety of media.

With the advent of relatively inexpensive microcomputers,
the schools have access to new learning tools. These computers,
which combine visualizations and print, may be the "reference
books" of the future. Students can use them to call up informa-
tion available on either commercially prepared programs or
on programs prepared by local media specialists and teachers.
With this new tool, the notion of comPrehension must be ex-
panded to include computer literacythe ability to operate a
microcomputer in order to get needed information from it and
to use the computer to create programs for others to use. The
next decade will see great advances in the use of microcom-
puters in the school. Both teachers and students will need to
acquire the skills of computer literacy.

Summary

This section has described a generalized model of teaching
for comprehension in the subject areas. The model includes the
components: perspective setting, organization for reception,
purposeful reception, and thinking about. Figure 3 graphically
'shows the interrelationships among the components.
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Figure 3 A MODEL OF CONTENT-AREA COMPREHENSION COMPONENTS

Thinking About:

1. Clarifying the facts.
2. Making inferences.
8. Understanding relationships.
4. Expressing opinions and prefer-

ences.
5. Rendering judgments.

Perspective Setting:

1. Identifying the structure of the
communication through study of
headings, pictures, and italicized
words.

2. Getting an overview by study of
introductory and summary mate-
rials.

3. Discussing main points and the
structure of a communication with
teacher and other students.

GOALS:
1. Learning content.
2. Learning how to learnto compre-

hend.
3. Learning how to think.

Purposeful Reception:

1. Readiiii alone.
2. Listening.
3. Investigating in teams.

29

Organization for Reception:

1. Deciding on a way to take notes.
2. Setting up a notetaking guide.
3. Stating questions to be answered

through reading or listening.
4. Discussing possibilities.
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Strategies for Teaching Comprehension
and Study Skills in the Content Areas

When reading and listening are integral parts of unit study
in the content areas, children are building their comprehension
and study skills through purposeful activity. They read and
listen to find out, then go on to share their thoughts through
writing and speaking. This is why unit study is an ideal frame-
work for developing comprehension skills, because it blends
all the language arts naturally as children learn content. In
this section, we shall consider specific instructional strategies
that lead to improved comprehension and that can be inte-
grated easily into unit study.

Basic Listen/Read Strategies

The same skills are inherent in both listening and reading.
Therefore, instructional strategies that integrate listening and
reading are useful in building skills in both areas. These strate-
gies can be classified as:

1. Listening and reading
2. Listening and rereading for detail
3. Reading along while listening along
4. Thinking about and feeling
5. Ordering, pairing, and categorizing

Listening and Reading. One way to structure lessons that
build comprehension skills is to follow a listening activity with
a eeading activity. For example, one of the units in the third-q
grade Silver Burdett social studies text is transportation . The
text, which includes pictures and short sentences that tell
about the uses of cars, buses, trains, and planes, lends itself to
an oral instructional approach. Using this material to build
comprehension skills, the teacher might ask third graders to:

1. Study the introductory map and talk about forms of trans-
portation shown on it;

2. Survey the pictures in the unit and decide what major
topics will be covered;

. Listen to the unit sentences as the teacher reads them, and
u der teacher guidance develop a chalkboard outline of main
and subordinate topics;

4. Restudy the pictures to find more information to add to
the outline; and

5. In small groups, write a single paragraph based on one .
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main topical heading of the outline.
The next unit in the third-grade Silver Burdett social studies

program is on communication. With the experience gained in
steps 1 through 5 above, with this unit the teacher may ask
students to:

1. Survey the pictures to see if they can predict what the
main topics of the unit will be and discuss their reactions. Then,
re'cord the main topici on the chalkboard.

2. Read to themselves the brief sentences of the selection to
see if the topics they predicted to be the main ones are correct.
Then, if changes or additions are needed, the students can edit
their chalkboard outline,

3. Work in groups to add information under each of the topic
headings by studying the textual material to get this infor-
mation.

4. Add still more information to the outline by having the
total class discuss points with the teacher.

5. Write a single paragraph summarizing the main points
of their outline. This can be done in small writing groups or
individually.

By structuring lessons so that students listen for a particular
purpose (in this case, to identify main and subordinate points)
and then read for the same purpose, the teacher is making the
listening-reading connection.

Listening and Rereading. A second way to structure learning
in the content areas to make the listening-reading connection
is to ask youngsters to listen to a selection by the teacher and
to identify the main topics. As the students suggest what the
main topics are, they then record these on the chalkboard or on
an overhead transparency. Then have the students open their
books to the selection just read and ask them to reread it silent-
ly to see if they can identify subpoints that relate to the main
topics already identified. If the main topics have been listed
with space beneath, students can volunteer to insert subpoints
into the developing outline. One of the advantages of this ap-
proach to learning in the content areas is that slower readers
will hear unfamiliar vocabulary and new technical terms be-
fore encountering them in priht. Also, during the discussion
following the listening activiti', students will likely use some
of the new terms when they are 'developing their outline on the
chalkboard or overhead projector. Thus vocabulary is being
developed orally; students will hve a meaning for these words
before they read them.

Reading Along While Listening Along. Reading along while
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listening along is another technique that helps the slower read-
er. However, to be effective the teacher's oral reading must be
dynamic to hold listeners' attention. Avoid having a student
read textual material aloud, paragraph by paragraph, if the
student stumbles through the words and reads in a monotone.
This is deadly to those listening and their attention will wan-

--aer, or they may beginto read other sections of the text. Teach-
erg must be sure that any oral sharing of material is performed
in a dramatic way and that passages shared are kept short.

Thinking and Feeling About. As youngsters listen to or read
material, they should be cognitively involved; this means get-
ting the facts, making inferences, perceiving relationships,
and rendering judgments. The kinds of questions the teacher
poses determine in large measure how children approach their
reading and listening. If the teacher asks only for information,
children will tend to think in terms of getting the facts. How-
ever, if the teacher also requires children to make inferences,
to generalize, and to render judgments, children will tend to
look at facts from a different point of view.

Figure 4 is an example of a task sheet one teacher devised to
develop comprehension in social studies content. Questions
vary in their focus, starting with identifying basic information
in the text and then moving on to some generalizing and deci-
sion making. Such task sheets are particularly useful as stu-
dents work in groups after having read a selection individually.
As they do the assignment, youngsters return to the material
they previously read to find the needed information. In this
way they learn that to understand a passage fully, they must
often reread Material, especially when the material is complex.

Ordering, Pairing, and Categorizing. When teaching content
that deals with a series of events or steps, asking students to
order those events or steps encourages them to think in terms of
logical or chronological sequences. Once students have lis-
tened to or reail a passage that involves a sequence or steps,
give them a set of cards, each of which contains one item in the
sequence, and ask the students to put them in order and explain
the reasons for the sequence they have made. Or students can
be asked to call out the events within sequences while the teach-
er or a student records them on a board or chart. Then, working
on their own or in teams, the students can put events into a
chronological or logical order. In much the same way, students
can make judgments about the relative importance or signifi-
cance of acts or eventS by ordering or ranking those acts or
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Figure 4 A TASK SHEET THAT CHECKS FACTUAL, INFERENTIAL,
RELATIONAL, AND JUDGMENTAL COMPREHENSION*

Cities in Canada

Directions: Read "Cities in Canada" found on pager 277-282 of Man and
Society. Then answer the questions on this sheet.

1. Name the six largest Canadian cities and tell for what each is best known.
(This is a factual questionthe answer is stated explicitly in the text.)

The City

A.
B:
C.
D.
E.
F.

,What It Is IthoWn For

2. What crops are grown in Canada? What industries does Canada have? (This
is an inferential questionthe answer can be inferred from goods shipped
to and from cities.)

The Crops The Industries

3. Why is Montreal the largest and most importan ' commercial city in Canada?
(This is a relationship questionthe reader must consider geographic fac-
tors, transportation facilities, past history, and sociological factors.)

4. The book calls Hamilton the Pittsburgh of Canada and Windsor the Detroit
of Canada. Match a city in the United States with each of the six Canadian
cities. Give one reason for each of your choices. Then decide in which one
of the six Canadian cities you would most like to live and give your reason.
(This is a relationship and judgmental activitythe reader must consider
numbers of interrelated factorsmake a decision, and support it with reasons.)

The Canadian City The United States City Your Reason

A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.

The City Where You Might Want to Live: Your Reasons:

*from Hennings, Hennings, Enid Banich. Today's Elementary Social Studies,
p. 330. Copyright @ 1980 Rand McNally Publishing Company. Reprinted by
permission of Houghton Mifflin Company.
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events. When there is a difference of opinion, the students may
have to take a vote or continue their discussion until they reach
a consensus.

Students who have read or listened to content material- that
deals with cause-and-effect relationships can use cards to pair
causes with effects; for example, they can pair terms with defi-
nitions, events with dates, and people with events or dates.
They can also group items together that share a relationship.
This last activity works well when students collect lots of facts
and record them in random fashion on the chalkboard; then
working together they categorize those that share a common
feature.

In the approach described above, the teacher can initially
prepare the cards that students order, pair, or group. But once
students have had practice in this kind of activity, they can
individually or in groups create similar cards and ask fellow
students to match cards to show rerationships.

Following is an instructional sequence that requires stu-
dents to make judgments by ranking the importance of acts
done by historical figures:

1. Students listen as the teacher reads a short biographical
selection about a historical figure.

2. Students identify the specific acts performed by the his-
torical figure, and a scribe records these acts on the board.

3. The teacher leads stadents in a discussion of the impor-
tance of these acts as they relate, for example, to the develop-
ment of the nation. Students rank the Etas from the most impor-
tant to the least important.

4. Students then select a biography of a well-known histori-
cal figure to read independently. As they read, they keep a list
of acts performed by the person in question.

5. In groups, students share key acts about their historical
person. The group cooperatively decides how to rank the acts.

6. Later, the total class convenes as a seminar and decides
on the ranking of all the historical figures discussed from the
most important to least important. Through the discussien and
debate involved in the ranking, students are having their con-
tent learning reinforced and are learning how to make judg-
ments.

Basic Listen/Read/Write Strategies

If children are tothink about the ideas they encounter through
their listening and reading, they must do something with those
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Example
of student
notetaking

ideas. One form of "doing" is writing. Writing as a response to
reading or listening might be simply notetaking or, at more ad-
vanced levels, compositions or poems.

Notetaking. Although children should probably IP arn the
conventions of formal outlining, there is clearly no one way of
notetaking. Notetaking must be adapted to the kind of material
being studied. Making a list of key points is perhaps the easiest
form of notetaking. Students can make such a list periodically
during a discussion when the teacher asks, "What are the key
points we have been making?" After students have had a num-
ber of opportunities to make such a list under the teacher's gui-
dance, they can do it independently, with -the teacher moving
about the class rendering assistance when needed. This same
appro"ach can be used to, make summary-type notes after stu-
dents have read a selection in their text.

Another form of noteiaking can be guided by teacher-posed
questions. By using question headings on a chart or chalk-
board, the teacher can guide youngsters' thinking about a se-
lection. What or whom is this passage about? When did or
when will this happen? Where will or where has this happened?
Such questions of the who, what, where, when, why, and how
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variety help children organize the content they are studying.
These same questions can be used on a reading/listening indi-
vidual work sheet that children use at their desks.

The type of listening/reading guides will vary depending on
the content. Guides can be in the form of maps, flow charts,
timelines, diagrams, and tables as well as in a question form.
At first, the teacher may have to suggest the format for taking
notes. Later, as youngsters become accustomed to looking at
headings, pictures, and introductory material before reading a
selection, they can cooperatively devise forms for notetaking,
that are appropriate to the content being Covered.

Composing. Writing activities are a natural outgrowth of
listening and reading associated with unit study. For example,
students can write letters to get information on a topic they
have read about. Teaching the skills of letter writing has a real
purpose in such situations. Other writing activities that can
result from reading and listening associated with unit study
include:

1. Odysseys: hypothetical trips through a state, country, or
area being investigated.

2. Travel brochures: material advertising the virtues of a
state, country, or area.

3. Illustrated glossaries: definitions accompanied by illus-
trative sketches.

4. Biographical sketches: descriptions of key events in a per-
son's life.

5. First person accounts: mock diarieS in which the writer
pretends he or she is somebody else and writes from that point
of view.

6. Editorials: paragraphs that express a point of view on an
issue.

7. Plays: short dramatizations about a topic or event in unit
study.

8. Poems: expressions of feelings about a topic using meter,
rhyme, free verse, haiku and other poetic forms.

Reading and listening take on real purpose when students
are expected to gather information for their own writing. By
having in mind specific questions, students can develop a lis-
tening/reading guide, which becomes an outline to use in struc-
turing ideas for writing.

Basic Listen/Read/Speak Strategies

The instructional strategies described so far involve children
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in talking out ideas. However, there are other forms of oral ac-
tivities that deVelop comprehension as children begin to han-
dle more compl,ex content. These forms can be characterized as
presentational rather than conversational.

Oral Interpretation and Dramatization. When content mate-
rial has an especially dramatic quality, using oral interpreta-
tion becomes one way of checking for comprehension. An ex-
citing passage from a biography or autobiography, a poem, or
even ah editorial can be used for oral interpretation if students
prepare for it. By preparing, the student has to rehearse the
passage and decide where to pause, to place emphasis, to change
pitch and tone in order to communicate the meaning of that
passage to others. Another form of oral interpretation is dra-
matization. When content material is in a conversational for-
mat, students can assune the roles of those speaking within
the passage, with one student serving as narrator. Using this
approach adds interest to the study and gives the teacher an
opportunity to judge whether students can interpret the phras-
ing and punctuation patterns of a selection, for to understand
a passage fully, a reader must be able to interpret the meanings
communicated by punctuation marks and must be able to read
not individual words but blocks of words or phrases that serve
as units of communication.

SQ3R Approach to Reading Comprehension

One approach long advocated by reading specialists to help
students get meaning from written passages is called SQ3R,
which stands for Survey, Question, Read, Recite, Review. Using
SQ3R, studenzs begin by surveying the material by checking
headings, pictures, and introductory and summary sections as
was described earlier. *Based on their initial surveys, readers
forniulate a series of questions to be answered while reaaing
the Material. This step as an individual study plan is compara-
ble/to what was previously termed' preparation for reception,
1?ecause the questions thus formulated essentially serve as a
reading guide. Having prepared for reception, students read
to answer the questions, making notes as they progress through
the selection. Next, readers recite or answer the questions to
themselves. The recitation step is critical in understanding

,--complex content, because through it readers have the opportu-
=nity to verbalize that content, to put it in their o vn words. Re-
:citing to one's self serves not only as a reinforcement but as a
self-test. Having recited, students review the material to pick
up points missed on the first go-round.
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At some point during unit study, students should have guided
practice with the SQ3R approach. Teacher and students can
work through a passage several times orally, using the survey,
question, recite, and review steps until all know what the pas-
sage is about. Later, students can handle comparable passages
in the same way on their own. Later still, students can work
cooperatively in teams and carry out the recite step orally and
then return to their texts to review the material that they missed
or did not understand.

The strategies described above are a far cry from the practice
of reading from a text, sometimes orally paragraph by para-
graph in round-robin style, and responding to questions posed
by the teacher or to those given at the end of a chapter. Clearly,
such a practice is limiting and unchallenging. Children are not
being given systematic instruction in reading comprehension
skills; and little' attention is being given to listening skills. This
chapter has detailed numerous strategies that make skill de-
velopment relative to listening and reading an integral part of
unit study. Using these strategies, teachers can design innova-
tive units in the content areas that enable children to grow in
comprehension skills as they are learning content.

Summary.
Four major generalizations from this cjiapter are summa-

rized below:
1. Many of the skills fundamental to comprehending written

material are also fundamental to comprehending an oral mes-
sage. Accordingly, activities to build reading comprehension
skills should be blended with activities to build listening com-
prehension skills.

2. Basic listening/reading comprehension skills include the
ability to get the facts (factual comprehension), the ability to
make inferences based on material read or heard (inferential
comprehension), the ability to see relationships based on mate-
rial read or heard (relational comprehension), and the ability
to render sound judgments based on material read or heard
(judgmental comprehension). These skills should be a part of
study in the content areas.

3. As students are building their listening and reading com-
prehension skills, they should be involved in lots of talking and
writing activity, which are natural outgrowths of listening and
reading.
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4. When teachers organize instruction in the content areas
into unit studies, studeifts will acquire basic comprehension
skills at the same time they are learning content.
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Vocabulary Development
Across the Curriculum

Every discipline has its technical vocabulary. To describe
and explain phenomena, biologists use such terms as meta-
morphosis, genes, capillaries, and enzymes; economists' vo-
cabularies include balance of payments, distribution of labor,
inflation, and recession; sociologists speak of status, sanc-
tions, role, and group; chemists talk of ions, molecular forces,
molar solutions, and balanced equations. To study a discipline
is not only to understand the basic facts and the big organizing
ideas of the field, it is also to learn the terminology Of that dis-
cipline. Accordingly, subject-matter teachers must structure
lessons to develop and refine students' word power as it relates
to the subject being taught.

This chapter deals with the development of vocabulary skills.
It begins by defining word skills important in subject-matter
learning. It then describes a classroom situation in which vo-
cabulary development is integrated into content learning and
presents a model for teaching for word power. The final section
of the chapter sets forth strategies for achieving vocabulary
growth.

Vocabulary Development
in the Content Areas

Four objectives of vocabulary development in the content
areas are:

1. Students should acquire a wide repertoire of words that
are part of everyday usage and provide a base of common lan-
guage meanings.

2. Students should,understand and use technical words in
reading, listening, talking, and writing that are commonly
used by specialists in a field.

3. Students should be able to see relationships among words
and to analyze the internal structure of words to figure out
meanings of technical terms.

4. Students should be able to use the dictionary for figuring
out word meanings, pronunciation, and normal usage patterns.
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Building Common Language Meanings

Especially in content areas in the elementary grades, stu-
dents must learn the meaning of commonly used words associ-
ated with that content. In reading or listening, youngsters may
encounter a common word that holds no meaning for them. For
example, the sentence: "The two countries jockeyed for power
as the world watched to see which would better the other,"
makes little sense to a reader who does not have a clear idea
of the word jockey, or knows the word only in the context of
horse racing. In their studies, youngsters will meet many words
that are commonly used in everyday interaction but also have
a specialized meaning within a discipline. The word urban, for
example, is part of our general vocabulary, but the social scien-
tist uses it in a special context when referring to geographical
areas with certain characteristics.

Using such words as jockeyed and urban does not result from
memorized definitions. Rather, growth in functional vocabu-
lary occurs gradually through the processes of assimilation
and accommodation, through which youngsters attach mean-
ings to words by hearing, reading, and trying them out, and by
refining those meanings by using them in a variety of contexts.
Piaget calls the process through which chihiren attach mean-
ings to words "assimilation" and the process through which
they refine those meanings "accommodation."

How these processes operate is made clear by observing the
language development of children. If a child is given a big
beach ball and is asked, "Do you want to play with this ball?"
the child may respond, "Play the ball," as he takes it and
bounces it back to the parent. Later, the child may bring the
beach ball to the parent and say, "Play the ball." The parent,
expanding the child's remarks, may reply, "Do you want to
play with the ball?" In the process the child hears the word
again and comes to assimilate it into his word pool.

Later still, the child plays with a tennis ball and a small rub-
ber ball. When the parent also calls each of these "a ball," the
child enlarges his concept of ball to include these variations.

At some later time, that same child may see a honeydew
melon and say, "Ball. Play the ball." At that point, the parent
may respond, "That's a melon, not a ball." The alert parent
may even encourage the child to touch and taste the melon so
that he begins to build meanings relative to the term melon
while refining, or accommodating, meanings associated with
the word ball. Accommodation results from encounters that do
not fit into the child's previous conceptual scheme; i.e., all
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round objects are not called balls. The process of assimilation
and accommodation of common language meanings must be
part of content-area study.

As students encounter a commonly used term in listening or
reading, they may need to stop to clarify meanings. For exam-
ple, the teacher may take a set of pictures that includes a tree,
bluebird, rose, elephant, snail, snake, pine cone, and grass, and
ask, "How can we categorize these things?" If the response is
blank expressions, the teacher stops to clarify, "By categofize,
I mean to put similar objects together in a group and other
kinds of objects together in another group. Here is an orange.
Is it more like the rose or the elephant? Why? Which other ob-
jects are like the orange and the tree?" As students name other
forms of plant matter, the teacher writes Categoryl: Plant Mat-
ter and lists the forms of plant matter beneath that label. As
students identify a second categoryanimal mattetthe
teacher writes Category II: Animal Matter and lists the forms
of animal matter. Throughout the discussion the teacher con-
tinues to use the terms category and categorize, asking, "Into
which of our two categories does a human being belong? How
'should we categorize a deer? a tulip? a squash?" On successive
days, as students go on to categorize animals into subgroups
such as mammals, fish, and reptiles, and plants into subgroups
much as fruits and vegetables, the teacher and the students con:
tinue to use category and categorize as part of their speaking
vocabulary. In this way, they are building common language
meanings as they acquire understanding of basic content.

Building Technical Language Meanings
In learning subject matter students must be able to compre-

hend technical words met during listening and reading.and be
able to use those words in talking and writing. To use technical
vocabulary requires that the student first have a conceptual
understanding of terms. One of the best ways to build this con-
ceptual understanding is by using specific examples to which
children can attach terms or labels. By using the specific exam-
ples students learn how a particular term is applied and gradu-
ally build a network of meanings related to that term.

As students inductivelylearn concepts by starting with spe-
cific examples and then building generalizations based on
these examples (assimilation), they begin to encounter addi-
tional examples to which they can apply the generalization.
Then they can begin to communicate the concept by using the
appropriate term in their speaking and writing. With further
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application, _students refine their understanding of the way a
particular word is used. This is the accommodation phase of
concept development.

As students assimilate the meanings associated with a tech-
nical term, they should also learn to pronounce and spell it. The
instructional sequence should provide for both clear pronunci-
ation and writing of technical terms. Vocabulary building re-
quires an integration of listening, speaking, reading, and
writing.

Figuring Out Word Meanings

Students can figure out the meaning of a new word by using
a combination of word analysis strategies: 1) structural analy-
sis, 2) word-relationship analysis, and 3) contextual analysis.

Structural Analysis. By using the structural elements of
words, such as prefixes, suffixes, and word roots, students can
learn to figure out the meaning of many words. For example, a
common prefix and a common suffix make up the word geology.
If-students know from previous contact with geography that
geo means earth and from previous contact with biology that
ology means study of, they can easily decode the meaning of
geology. If students know how the addition of a particular suf-
fix affects the way in which a word functions in a sentence,
they may be able to understand-the word more readily. Such
suffixes as -ism, -tion, -ity, -ist, -ment, -ology, -er, -ee, make
words that function as nouns. The suffixes -ize, -ate, and -ify
make words that function as verbs. The suffixes -ous, -ive, -able,
-ful, and -y make words that function as adjectives. In the same
way, the ability to see component words within compound
words helps in figuring out word meaning.

Word-relationships Analysis. Closely related to the ability
to analyze the structure of words is the ability to see relation-
ships among words that are derived from the same roots. For
example, the words derived from the Latin communicare,
meaning to share, include communicate, communication, com-
mune, communicable, communicant; also coMmunity, commu-
nism, communist, and communize as well as the distinctive
communique. Students who meet the word communique for the
first time in social studies will master its meaning quickly if
they relate it to the familiar word communicate. Likewise, stu-
dents who meet communism, communist, and communize may
grasp the meanings of these words if they relate to the word
community. An instructional design that has vocabulary de-

.
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veiopment as one of its goals must help children make these
kinds of word connections.

Contextual Analysis. As children listen and read, they can
learn to figure out the meaning of a word from the context in
which the word is used. Contextual clues include:

1. A definition of the new term built right into the context, as
in the sentence, "Molecules, the tiny particles that are the build-
ing blocks of matter, are fartIrr apart in gases than in liquids."
Students must be alert for such definitions, which are essen-
tially word equations.

2. A full description of an object being introduced for the first
time. Thus in a passage about a blast furnace, students may
find a brief definition or word equation, followed by paragraphs
of description.

3. Pictures, diagrams, flow charts, or schematics. Science
texts are filled with labeled diagrams that clarify terms used in
the text. A good reader.moves from visuals to verbal explana-
tions and from verbal explanations to visuals in an attempt to
figure out the exact meaning of a new term.

4. Use of the new term juxtaposed with a clarifying syno-
nym. For example, in N. 1 above, the more common synonym
particle is. juxtaposed with molecule and.helps to clarify the
technical term.

5., Vse Of an antonym juxtaposed with the new term. If, for
example, the word immense is used to describe a blast furnace
and is contrasted with the word small used to describe an ordi-
nary oven, then students will have a good clue to the meaning
of the word immense.

Building Dictionary Use Skills

No matter what skills students have for figuring the mean-
ing of word,3, some words may defy analysis. Here is where
good dictionary use skills become important. Such skills in-
clude the ability to: a) locate a word through use of alphabetical
order and guide words, b) pronounce-the word based on the
phonetic spelling provided, c) interpret which dictionary defi-
nition is appropriate for how the word is used in a sentence,
and d) crosscheck from one dictionary entry to another. That
last skill is important when an unfamiliar word appears in the
definition, and the students must check in another part of the
dictionary in order to get the meaning of the original word.

Vocabulary growth should be an ongoing component of con-
tent-area study. Figure 5 provides a checklist of vocabulary
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skills that can be used as a diagnostic tool or as a design for
instructional strategies for vocabulary growth.

Figure 5 VOCABULARY SKILLS CHECKLIST

The student is able to:
Above

Average
for

Grade
Level

Average
for .

Grade
Level

Below
Average

for
Grade
Level

I. Word usage skills

A. Interpret the meanings of com-
monly used words when encoun-
tering them in reading and
listening.

B. Interpret the meanings of techni-
. cal terms when encountering
them in technical reading and
listening.

C. Use common words to express
relationships in speaking and
writing; pronounce and spell
words in functional speaking and
writing vocabularies.

D. Use technical words to express
relationships in speaking and
writing about phenomena in the
natural, social, and symbolic
worlds; pronounce and spell tech-
nical vocabulary.

II. Word analysis skills

A. Use common prefixes and suffixes
in figuring out word meanings

B. Use the meaning of a known root
in figuring out a new word.

C. Dissect compound words to fig-
ure out the meaning of new words.

D. Associate one word with others
derived from a common root.

E. Derive definitions from context
in which words are used.

F. Interpret extended descriptions
related to key terminology in
order to figure out meanings.

(continued on nage 38)
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Figure 5 (cont.)

G. Interpret pictures, charts, dia-
grams, etc. that give a clue to
word meanings.

H. Utilize synonyms and antonyms
as clues to word meaning.

III. Dictionary use skills

A. Locate a word through use of
alphabetical order and guide
words.

B. Pronounce a word based on pho-
netic spelling.

C. Interpret the dictionary definition
by how the word tends to func-
tion in a sentence.

D. Crosscheck dictionary entries.

Student's Name: Date:

Comments.

A useful practice at the beginning of a unit is to list the key
technical terms to be learned. These become a checklist for the
teacher to assess whether a student can interpret these words in
listening and reading and can use them in speaking and writ-
ing. Figure 6 provides a format for assessing a student's vOcab-
ulary growth in a particular content unit.

Figure 6 VOCABULARY CHECKLIST FOR A CONTENT UNIT

List of key words
in unit

The student is able to use these words in

listening . speaking reading writing

,
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A Design for Teaching Vocabulary
in the Content Areas

How does the teacher of science, social studies, health, or
even mathematics structure a learning sequence so that stu-
dents develop vocabulary to express themselves in those fields
and so that they are able to interpret word meanings when they
encounter new terminology in their listening and reading?
In this section we shall present a case study of a seventh-grade
science lesson in which vocabulary development is an integral
part. Generalizirm from this case study, we shall propose a de-
sign for teaching vocabulary in the content areas and suggest
several instructional strategies for building vocabulary.

Vocabulary Growth in Content Learning: A Case Study

Ms. Stone's introduction to the science lesson on the proper-
ties of matter was a bit unusual. She handed each youngster a
piece of masking tape. When all-students had a piece of tape,
Ms. Stone asked them to stick it on their forearms. She did the
same with hers and asked, "Who can tell me what is happen-
ing?"

One student replied, "The tape is sticking to my skin."
"Let's be more precise," Ms. Stone urged, "Yesterday what

did we say we called the particles that make up all matter?"
When one student responded, "molecules," she said, "Who
can now explain what is happening with the tape uaing the
word molecules?"

Another student answered, "The molecules of the tape are
sticking to the molecules of the skin."

At this point, Ms. Stone held up another kind of tape and
asked, "What's this?" When a girl answered, "adhesive tape,"
Ms. Stone asked her to write the word adhesive on the board by
breaking it into syllables. She then stuck the piece of adhesive
tape on the board and asked the students to explain what was
happening, again using the word molecules in their answer.

A student explained, "The molecules of tape are sticking to
the molecules of board."

"Good," said Ms. Stone, "but scientists use a word that means
'to stick' in talking of this phenomenon, a word that begins just
like our word adhesive. Can somebody think of that word?"

One youngster got the point and suggested adhering. Ms.
Stone asked him to use it in a sentence that explained how the
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tape stuck to the board and asked another youngster to write the
word adhere on the board. Looking at .adhere, students talked
about why the final e was dropped in forming adhering.

Next Ms. Stone introduced the word adhesion and asked stu-
dents to guess its meaning based on the words they already
knew. As she wrote the word on the board, she discussed how
the suffix -sion changed the function of the word to a noun.

Having developed some of the basic vocabulary needed to
describe the adhesive property of matter, Ms. Stone next set up
a situation in which students could use their newly acquired
vocabulary. She dipped a glass tube into a beaker of colored
water, put her finger on the end of the tube, and asked children
to describe the appearance of the surface of the water in the
tube. Students used their hands to show the downward curve
of the liquid, and one student sketched a diagram on the board.
Ms. Stone drew the students' attention to the contact point be-
tween water and glass tubing, "What can we say is happening
here?"

Students responded by talking in terms of water molecules
adhering to glass molecules and of this being another example
of adhesion. In each case, they explained what was happening
using the terms molecules, adhering, adhesion, and adhesive
in their descriptions.

At this point, Ms. Stone distributed 3 x 5 cards to the students
and asked them to print the key technical term of the lesson,
adhesion, showing its syllable pattern. She tizen asked, "What
part of speech is adhesion?" Students recorded noun after the
word on their Technical Vocabulary Cards. Cooperatively the
youngsters put together a definition of the term and recorded
it on their cards. Then they added associated wordsadhere,
adhering, adhesive, adhered.

For the next day's science lesson Ms. Stone poured colored
water into a tumbler so that the water level could be seen over
the rim of the glass. Then carefully she dropped in first one
penny, then another, and still another. Although the glass
seemed to be full before dropping in the coins, the water did not
spill over. As the students discussed why the water did not spill
over, they finally came up with the r Lssibility of a force.be-
tween water molecules that held the water together. "Could we
call this force adhesion?" Ms. Stone asked. The youngsters de-
cided no, because different kinds of molecules were not in-
volved here, just water molecules. "Put a different prefix on
adhesion and you will have the word that describes this force,"
suggested Ms. Stone. Students were soon talking of the cohe-
sive force between water molecules, of cohesion, and of mole-
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cules cohering. They used these terms to talk about several
other demonstrations Ms. Stone did, such as floating razor
blades on the water surface and using an eye dropper to make
drops of water on a flat surface.

Throughout their doing aLd talking session, students came
forward to record technical words on the board, divide them
into syllables and check difficult spellings. At the end of the
session, students prepared another Technical Vocabulary
Card on which they recorded the main word, cohesion, with its
definition, part of speech, and related words. They placed this
card in alphabetical order in their science vocabulary box.

Only after students had done experiments anddiscussed the
basic concepts relative to adhesion and cohesion over a period
of three days, did Ms. Stone ask them to read the section in their
texts that applied. By then their reading was an easy task, for
they already knew the key vocabulary terms and had developed
a rudimentary understanding of the concept.

After reading their texts, students performed other experi-
ments explained in their texts and discussed other situations
in which the concepts of adhesion and cohesion could be used
to explain what was happening. Then Ms. Stone asked them to
write, not individually but as a total class activity, because she
wanted to teach writing skills, particularly how to use such
words or phrases as because and as a result to communicate
cause-and-effect relationships. Organizing the classas a teach-
er-guided writing group, she began by asking the students to
think of a sentence they could use to introduce a paragraph
about cohesion that would explain this phenomenon to other
students. The class agreed that such a paragraph should begin
with a definition of cohesion. Working from the vocabulary
cards they had developed during the previous lesson, the stu-
dents talked out possible ways of phrasing a beginning sentence
or a topic sentence. Then, guided by Ms. Stone's request that
they include sentences that supported what they had investi-
gated during the previous lesson, the students offered sen-
tences describing the pennies, razor blades, and droplets. Their
paragraph, drafted cooperatively and recorded on the board,
was as follows:

COHESION
Cohesion is the process by which molecules of the same kind

of matter are attracted to one another. Pennies dropped into a
fall glass of water did not make the water flowover. Razor blades
floated on the surface of the water. Droplets are round.
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Next, Ms. Stone asked the seventh graders to study their
paragraph, especially the beginning of sentence two, to decide
what should be added to show the relationship between sen-
tencb one and two. Students rather quickly got the point and
noted the need for an introductory phrase such as "Because of
this force." Students also suggested that this same phrase be-
longed at the beginning of sentence three. Ms. Stone asked,
"Rather than repeating the same phrase, what could we do
with sentences two and three?" Students.suggested combining
sentences two and three to show thatthe same reason applied.
They introduced the last sentence with the word "alF3o" and
ended it with the words "as a result of cohesion."

After the stuilents had edited their paragraph'to reflect logi-
cal relationships among ideas, Ms. Stone focused their atten-
tion on a verb tense problem by circling the first sentence.
"Look here," said Ms. Stone, "and then check verb tenses
throughout the paragraph!' One student saw the problem of
changing tenses and made the corrections at the board. The
paragraph now read:

COHESION

Cohesion is the process by which molecules of the same kind
of matter are attracted to one another. Because of this attraction
between water molecules, pennies dropped into a full glass of
water do not make the waer overflow, and razor blades float on
the surface of the water. Also droplets are round as a result of
cohesion.

The next day, the class formed into three-person writing
teams to compose and edit short explanatory paragraphs on
adhesion. They used the structure of the cohesion paragraph
as a model, starting ly-ith a definition and then giving exam-
ples that occurred as `a result of that force.

To follow up the vocabulary work in science, Ms. Stone read
some sentences to the class, leaving out key words to see if the
class could suggest what words had been deleted. Sentences
she used were:

1. All the points in his paper hung together well. His paper
was very (coherent).

2. I could not understand the speaker. Her remarks were
very (incoherent).

3. His paper lacked (coherency).
4. She was an (adherent) of that point of view.
5. Because of differences of opinion, the group lacks (cohe-

siveness).
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Words suggested were written on the board. Then the students
formed into groups and competed to see which group could
create an, additional sentence for each of the given words and
if they could locate other words structurally related to cohesion
and adhesion. Each group used a dictionary to assist in the sen-
tence writing and word location.

A Model for Teaching Vocabulary
in the Content Areas

Ms. Stone's lesson sequence provides a model consisting of
five major .components for developing vocabulary in the con-
tent areas: 1) talking_with words; 2) seeing words; 3) reading
words; 4) writing with words; and 5) extending word relation-
ships.

Talking with Words

Vocabulary development is fundamentally a process of buiid-
ing and refining (assimilating and accommodating) word
meanings so that one can use them in reading and communi-
cating. If vocabulary is IAD develop, students need numerous
opportunities to hear and try out new words. Through hearing
and trying out, students learn to pronounce words and to use
them in normal communication.

In the content areas this means that students should be asked
early in the lesson sequence to do lots of describing, telling
why, and telling how, especially in reference to firsthand situa-
tions. As part of the ensuing interaction, the teacher injects the
technical words necessary to explain concepts and phenome-
na. Students pick up their teacher's words and begin to use
them when talking about content they are studying.

Firsthand situations in which students can be active partici-
pants are good settings for "talking with words." In science,
such situations can be simple experiments that students ob-
serve and discuss. As they do so, tlfey begin to use the technical
terms and attach meaning to them. In social studies, field trips
and role playing can serve as the vehicles for "talking with
words" especially with young children who need concrete ex-
periences to understand relationships.
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Seeing Words

As students are using their new understanding of technical
terms to describe and explain, they need to "see" those terms
in printed form. Such terms should be written clearly on the
board or on chart paper to show their syllable pattern. Words
that are structurally related can be listed one beneath the other
to show those relationships. For example, adhesive might be
listed first, with other related words below it to show the com-
mon prefix, as shown here:

ad he sive

ad he sion

ad here

ad her ing

This is an appropriate time to talk about the prefix ad- , ..iean-
ing "to," and to practice spelling the terms. The teacher might
ask, "Why is the final e dropped when adding ing in adhering?"

Once students have considered the group of words related to
adhesive, they can remove the ad- prefix and substitute co-.
Now is the time to talk about the meaning of co- and the mean-
ing of -sion. It is also the time to reinforce the teaching of how to
add -ed and -ing to verb iorms.

When students are uncertain about spelling, they can run a
quick dictionary check. All students can benefit by having a
dictionary available at their desks. If this is not possible, one
student can be assigned to run the dictionary check for the
class. Students can also check their textbook glossary for help
on spelling, pronunciation, and meaning.

Some means should be found for students to keep on file the
words they will need for later reading, writing, and reviewing.
The Technical Vocabulary Card described earlier is one exam-
ple. Such cards can be arranged alphabetically or they can be
organized by the particular unit being studied and referred to
when writing on the topic or reviewing for a test.

An alternative to the word card is the personal glossary. As
part of unit study, each youngster develops a notebook with a
glossary at the back with a section for each letter of the alpha-
bet. As students encounter new words, they record them with
definitions and related words on the appropriate glossary page
in their notebooks.
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Reading for Meaning

Once students have talked about basic concepts and become
familiar with new terminology, they are ready to begin reading
to gather information. Using textbook reading assignments at
this point will reinforce learnings and supply added examples
for building concepts. Experienced teachers find that if read-
ing is done after much discussion and after becoming familiar
with new terminology, students can bring their prior knowledge
to bear on their reading, and will be able to make inferences and
project generalizations. Also, being familiar with new termi-
nology, students will find the reading easier to comprehend.,
Writing with Words

If young people are to develop their word power, they must
use new vocabulary in their writing. Chapter 3 detaild strate-
gies for incorporating writing into unit studies. At this point,
suffice it to say that writing is not a single-step process. Writ-
ing requires much preliminary talking-out activity as demon.:
strated by Ms. Stone's lesson sequence. After the initial draft-

-ing Turner-editing and rewriting. Then, too, as youngsters are
building writing skills,_they clo not necessarily write alone;
they can write in teacher-guided groups and in small indepen-
dent writing teams.

Through writing activity students learn how to use technical
terms to explain concepts in the content areas. Its value, how-
ever, is greater than that. Through writing, children can begin
to master the use of connectives, transitional words, subordi-
nation, time sequence, qualification, and other sentence struc-
ture forms to express more complex relationships. In a study
of sixth-grade science and social studies texts, Denis Rodgers
(1974) found that connectives used very frequently included:

but then although so that
if even while such as
when also for example too
because perhaps since until
as however yet whether

Mastery of more sophisticated sentence structures comes
through use. As youngsters talk out relationships, cooperative-
ly draft sentences to express these relationships, and edit what
they have drafted, they are learning to use varied sentence
structures to express complex relationships. In this respect,
writing can have an impact on reading.
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Extending Word Relationships

Since many technical terms are derivatives of commonly
used words, learning such terms can lead to general vocabulary
growth if the teacher makes the connection between technical
and common meanings. We saw this in Ms. Stone's lesson when
she made the connection between cohesion as it applies to mo-
lecular forces and such general words as coherent, incoherency.
and cohesiveness. This applies to content study at all levels.
First graders in American Book's social studies series study
"The Self." Related words, to develop orally as part of this
study,- include selfish and selfless. Also, students can form
words by placing self after him or her (himself, herself) or by
placing self and a hyphen in front of other words (self-centered
and self-confident). In the same way, sixth graders can build
words around the root -gram as part of their study of commu-
nication. Making the word connection, they can consider the
meanings of pictogram, phonogram, telegram, and even elec-
trocardiogram.

Figure 7 shows how vocabulary development can be a learn-
ing goal in content study. Emphasizing vocabulary growth
does not mean less time for subject-matter learning. To the
contrary, if youngsters can talk and write about the content
they are studying, using the precise vocabulary of the disci-
pline, they are demonstrating mastery of that content. Every
lesson in content study has the potential for building word
power in the form of enlarged language meanings, increased
ability to figure out word meanings, and increased ability to
use the, dictionary.

Strategies For Building Vocabulary
Through Content Studies

Vocabulary development in content studies should begin in
the primary grades, even as early as kindergarten. In this sec-
tion, we shall identify strategies for building word power in the
primary grades and then show how these strategies can be
modified for the upper elementary and junior high school levels.
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Figure 7 A MODEL FOR INCORPORATING VOCABULARY DEVELOPMENT IN CONTENT STUDY

Talking With Words

Observing
Doing
Role playing
Describing
Explaining
Proposing
Generalizing
Relating
Applying

//
Relating Words

Connecting the structure and
meaning of technical terms to more
commonly used words

rik

L.

Seeing Words

Dividing words into syllables
Noting suffixes and prefixes
Writing words to show structural

relationships
Checking dictionary for spelling,

pronunciation, and meaning
Writing related words

BASIC GOALS:

1. Acquiring mastery over subject
principles and processes

2. Acquiring ability to use technical
terms in talking and writing about
phenomena

3. Building general word power

Reading Words

Reading for more information in
texts, informational books, slid
references

Writing Words

Drafting sentences
Editing
Rewriting in teacher-guided groups,

in writing teams, or by oneself
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Vocabulary Development in the Primary Grades

Strategies appropriate for the primary grades include picture
sequences, pictures without words, pictures with words, picture
collages, personal glossaries, bulletin board glossaries, and
experience charts.

Picture Sequences. Textbook used in first- and second-grade
science, social studies, and health programs generally include
picture sequences, with a question or two to stimulate discus-
sion. Using these pictures, the teacher involves children in dis-
cussion and at the same time introduces them to key terms. For
example, in the first-grade American Book social studies text,
pictures show youngsters participating in a variety of groups.
Vocabulary words to be developed by talking about these pic-
tures include group, member, and leader. By talking about
these pictures the teacher guides the children in first hearing
the words, then seeing the words, reading the words, writing
the words, and relating the words to others they may know. In
short, all the aspects of vocabulary development described
earlier can be used with the picture series found in many texts
at the primary level.
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As an alternative, teachers can assemble their own picture
series by clipping pictures from magazines and using them as
the basis for discussion out of which come new concepts and
new vocabulary. Later children can search magazines for re-
lated pictures to share with the class. Also available from edu-
cational publishers are sets of study prints on various topics
for use at the kindergarten level. As children talk about such
pictures, they should get used to seeing key words in print in
order to understand that words on paper stand for ideas.

Pictures With and Without Words. Teachers can also draw
rough sketches to illustrate key terms. Once children have be-
gun to use new terms naturally as part of their oral vocabu-
laries, they can add labels to make pictures with words. As the
pictures with words accumulate, children can refer to them
later when reading and writing about a topic. For example, a
first-grade unit on groups could be comprised of three pictures
a picture of a small group, a picture of a group with many
members, and a picture of a group with a clear leader. Next to
each picture would be the appropriate labelgroup, member,
and leader.

picture,Collages. Children can clip pictures or draw sketches
related to a unit they are studying and make a collage com-
prised of visuals and words. By posting the collages on the
walls or suspending t7 em as mobiles, children have a constant
reminder of words to use in talking and writing.

Personal Glossaries As part of unit study, children in the
primary grades should begin to keep their own record of basic
terms in the form of p'ersonal glossaries. This can be done on
cards to which they add illustrative sketches, definitions, and
sample sentences using the term. Later, as they move into up-
per elementary grades, students might develop a glossary at
the back of a notebook devoted to the unit study. Compilation
of personal vocabulary lists to use for review purposes is a good
study technique.

Bulletin Board Glossaries. In addition to personal glossaries,
children can make a large-scale version of their cards as a bul-
letin-board glossary. Using light colored construction paper,
children write the word, divide it into syllables, give its defini-
tion, and draw a sketch if appropriate. One full bulletin board
can be reserved for the glossary of key words that relate to a
unit of study. As the unit changes the glossary will change. As
a variation of the bulletin board glossary, some teachers pre-
pare 26 charts, one for each letter of the alphabet. They mount
these charts in alphabetical order beneath the chalkboards.
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As youngsters encounter unfamiliar words in their unit, they
add these to the appropriate chart. Because so many words are
likely to appear on the charts, it is impossible to include defini-
tions, but the charts can serve as a reminder of the spelling,
which will be helpful as youngsters write.

Experience Charts. Even in the primary grades, children
should have the opportunity to use their developing technical
voCabulary by writing. Writing occurs after children have
talked about ideas, listened to ideas, and viewed ideas in pic-
torial form. In this respect, it serves a summarizing function;
youngsters propose sentences that pull together the big ideas
they have been considering. Initially, writing at the primary
level takes the form of experience charts dictated to the teach-
er, who records the child's words on large chart paper. If charts
are kept on an easel, they can be reread on successive days with
children learning to read key terms in a context meaningful to
them. Some teachers record key words assoc= ated with unit
study in a colored flo-pen that is different from the rest of the
narrative. In this way, the key words stand out to be used by
children as they begin to write independently.

Asking young children to dictate on social studies and sci-
ence topics does not result in an experience chart in the usual
sense, because what they dictate does not come from their per-
sonal experience. If, however, first graders have had consider-
able discussion on a topic such as life in deserts and have seen
numerous pictures, writing is feasible. Children can dictate
about what kinds of plants live on the desert and why these
plants live there; about how people's lifestyles differ in the
desert; even about why there are deserts. Children's vicarious
experiences with deserts have given them the necessary back-
ground to share a lot of information.

Vocabulary Development in the Upper Grades

As children move into the upper grades and beyond, they are
faced with heavier reading loads, and their science and social
studies texts become increasingly complex. At this stage, they
must become independent in figuring out new vocabulary by
using contextual and structural clues. Here are a few strategies
to help children build their word analysis skills.

Teacher-guided Analysis. In the upper elementary years,
reading still requires considerable guidance; the teacher must
ask questions that focus attention on contextual relationships.
Dittoed sheets that provide information on a topic being studied
are helpful. As students read, they can circle key terms and
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underline definitions, synonyms, and antonyms that help
them understand the basic terms in the content unit being
studied. This activity prepares students for independent learn-
ing and establishes good study habits for future years when
they will own their textbooks and can underline rather than
take notes.

Interpreting labeled diagrams and schematics provides an-
other opportunity for students to develop vocabulary. Here
again, flip teacher's job is to ask questions that direct students
to think through relationships underlying key concepts and
terminology. As follow-up, students can make their own labeled
diagrams, writing short definitions next .to labels. This ap-
proach is useful when studying content that deals with struc-
tural units, for example, the cell with cell wall and nucleus; the
atom with protons, neutrons, and electrons; the heart with
auricles and ventricles.

Visual Word Charts. Another vocabulary-building technique
in unit study is the use of visual word charts that show word
relationships. For example, in a social utudies lesson the word
hemisphere, could be put on a chart wi.th other words contain-
ing the same root such as sphere, sph?rical, troposphere, and
spheroid. To create such a chart, etudents will likely have to
consult a dictionary; thus they will be building dictionary skills
in the process. Similar visual word charts can be made for syn-
onyms and antonyms and for word trees that include words
derived from the same source.

Reinforcing Vocabulary Growth. One-time exposure to new
terminology is not enough to make these words a part of stu-
dents' functional vocabulary. The teacher needs to use these
words on a continuing basis. As students hear the new terms
in sentence contexts, they will assimilate them into their own
word banks and will begin to use them in classroom discussion.

There are many creative ways to reinforce vocabulary growth
in the upper elementary grades. One fifth-grade teacher had
the children make three puppets to use in the study of rocks in
a geology unit. One puppet was named "Mr. Igneous," another
"Ms. Metamorphic," and another "Ms. Sedimentary." Young-
sters took turns speaking through the puppets and told as much
information about that kind of rock as they could remember.
As the class learned more about the different kinds of rocks,
the amount of information to be told increased. This provided
an opportunity for several children to take turns with each of
the puppets to review all of the information. In the process of
retelling what they had learned, students had to use all the
geologic terms they had learned.
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This type of oral review activity can occur in a varietyof con-
texts. In studying the American Revolution, students can take
turns speaking from the viewpoint of the British and then for
the Americans, using a puppet head of King George III and
one of George Washington. In the same way, in a science unit
about how the body works, students can make hand puppets
representing the heart, lung, kidneys, etc. and speak through
the puppets to explain how essential organs function and how
they are related. The result can be a playlet involving all the
children as they learn content, practice new terminology, and
have fun in the process.

Vocabulary Growth Through Group Activity. In unit studie6,
especially at upper grade levels, group activity provides many
opportunities for vocabulary growth. Working in teams or talk-
ing together in small discussion groups, students hear both
common and technical terms used in a meaningful way. By
first using terms orally, students find follow-up reading easier.
Prior to group discussion, many teachers list on the board the
key terms related to the topic and haVe the class pronounce
these terms. There are a number of ways to organize small-
group activity in unit study that will facilitate vocabulary
development:

1. Each student in a group is given a specific assignment.
Then the group members come together and each reports on his
or her findings. The group then develops an outline that in-
cludes all the findings.

2. The group is given a series of discussion questions, and
the group members work cooperatively to answer the questions.

3. Two smaller groups merge to check their answers and
come up with a compromise when there is disagreement.

4. Students revolve from one group to another. In each group
the same questions are considered as in the previous group.
This deliberate repetition provides for additional input by the
new group member and at the same time provides reinforce-
ment of key terms relevant to the question.

A natural outgrowth of group activity is sharing with the
total class or with other members of the group. If properly struc-
tured, this sharing can lead to vocabulary development. Stu-
dents will hear their classmates using new terms in oralreport-
ing and later will themselves use these terms in discussions
that grow out of the reporting sessions.

Oral reporting, however, can often be a deadly affair. To
avoid this, a teacher should help children develop their oral
presentation skills, i.e., to speak clearly; to emphasize key
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points; to use visuals to clarify a concept; to make effectiveuse
of pauses, facial expreasions, eye contact, and gestures; to
speak from brief notes rather than from a written report.

The teacher can also structure oral reporting to provide vari-
ety. Some possibilities are:

1. As dialogues in which two students report in tandem on a
topic; first one student makes a point, then the other, passing
the reporting task back and forth between them.

2. As forums in which the Members of a team each report a
part of the total presentation within a time limit.

3. As total class general discussions in which youngsters
contribute their findings informally.

4. As dramat4ations.
In each of these instances, whatever the format, the key to

successful reporting is active involvement. Listeners must be
directed to ask questions. In asking questions and offering re-
actions, students are involved in the subject content 9.nd are
using related technical terms. In addition, they are building
their orai expressive skills. With emphasis on Oral involve-
ment, students will acquire the ability to express themselves in
discussions 9- d to present oral reports that communicate in
clear and interesting fashion to others.

Summary

This chapter has provided an instructional model for helping
youngsters build their word power as part of content learning.
This model has five components: 1) Talking with Words; 2) See-
ing Words; 3) Reading Words; 4) Writing with Words; and 5)
Extending Word Relationships. In sum, to teach vocabulary
across the curriculum, the teacher must actively involve young-
sters in talking and listening, in reading and yriting. Only
through active use will youngsters build the meanings being
communicated by everyday words and technical terms; only
through attive use will youngsters incorperate words into their
functional vocabularies.
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Writing Across the Curriculum

Composition is, for the most part, an effort of slow diligence
and steady perseverance, to which the mind is dragged by nec-
essity or resolution.

Samuel Johnson,
The Adventurer

Artwork and text contributed by
Ari Globerman



Writing Across the Curriculum

If students are to express themselves skillfully, even as they
learn the essential facts, concepts, and generalizations within
the various disciplines, there must be many opportunities for
writing across the curriculum. Within the content areas, the
connection between writing and reading can be made, for most
of the thinking skills used in reading are the same as those
used in written expression. The challenge facing teachers is
how to integrate writing into daily lessons and unit plans of
content studies. In this chapter we shall:

1. Describe writing skills to be acquired and present a check-
list of skills;

2. Present a design for content lesson sequences that incor-
porates writing activity and connects writing with reading;

3. Describe specific strategies for teaching writing from the
primary to the upper grades.

Thinking/Writing Skills to be Xcquired
To write well is to formulate worthwhile ideas into sentences

and paragraphs that communicate with clarity and force. Per-
ceived in this way, writing is first of all a thinking process, a
way of dealing with content to express new relationships. It is
also a craft, a way of styling words so that they create a lasting
impression. To teach writing, one must be concerned with both
content and craft.

Modes of Writing

Content is communicated through different modes of think-
ing/writing. Some content requires a reflective modeyf think-
ing; it describes what the writer has observed, heard, or read.
It may require the writer to report on events, to tell how to do
something, to retell something heard or read, or to summarize.
Reflective writing requires a particular style of thinking.

A second kind of content deals with relationships. To write
about this kind of content, the writer must think in relational
ways. The writer must ^ompare and contrast, identify how two
or more items are the same or different, and classify, analyze,
or explain events or items.
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A third mode of thinking, called projective, requires the
writer to propose ideas that go beyond observable data. A writer
who predicts, guesses, generalizes, designs plans for action,
or devises original classification schemes, is thinking in the
projective mode.

A fourth mode of thinking might be called personal. Here
the writer expresses feelings, preferences, beliefs, or judgments.
Many different forms of writing require this mode of thinking,
particularly poems, editorials, or essays.

At times writing calls for a fifth kind of thinking, best de-
scribed as inventive. Here the writer must be truly original in
creating descriptions, dialogue, characters, and plots. This
clearly is the stuff of short stories, fables, myths, tall tales, and
narrative poems. At times the inventive mode shows up in in-
formational writing when a writer composes vignettes or anec-
dotes to'illustrate a point.

Identifying the differeni modes of thought is not to suggest
that a particular writing task requires only one mode of thought.
In composing a piece, the writer may well begin by describing
observations, then shift to relational thinking to contrast and
compare these observations. Sometimes within a single para-
graph, a writer may shift modes, for example, by making a
series of specific observations and then concluding with a gen-
eralization about them. The notion that different kinds of writ-
ing call for different modes of thought does, however, suggest
to the teacher a variety of ways to structure the writing curric-
ulum. A complete writing program shouM provide students
with the opportunity to think in the reflective, relational, pro-
jective, personalized, and inventive modes.

Figure 8 is a checklist of thikking/writing skills that can serve
as a diagnostic instrument Tor evaluating students' growth
and as a guide for designing a comprehensive and developmen-
tal writing program. The teacher must progressively structure
more sophisticated activities that lead to growth in these skills,
keeping in mind the various stages of cognitive development
and the elementary child's need for concrete experiences in
order to generalize, hypothesize, and predict.

Science and social studies teachers often talk about teaching
youngsters to think in the modes of their disciplines. Observ-
ing and describing, retelling, summarizing, relating, hypothe-
sizing, generalizing, designing, and even personalizing and
inventing are what study in these areas is all about. These
modes of thinking are the same as those required to write about
content in science and social studies.
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Figure 8 A CHECKLIST OF THINKING/WRITING SKILLS*

The student is able to: high
skill

medium
skill

low
skill

no
skill

A. Reflect on the world by
representing with accuracy
what was observed, heard,
or read.

1. Describe the characteristics of
things observed.

2. Report on a happening by
telling who, when, where,
what, under what conditions.

3. Tell how to do something or
go somewhere.

4. Retell in own words ideas
heard or read.

5. Summarize key points in
shortened form.

B. Relate phenomena.

1. Compare items and ideas.
2. Contrast items and ideas.
3. Classify or group items that

share a property.
..

4. Analyze by ordering items in
terms of size, position, or
complexity.

5. Analyze by ordering items
sequentially or chrono-
logically.

6. Explain why or how some-
thing happened.

C. Project ideas that go beyond
observable data.

1. Hypothesize, predict, or guess
based on data given.

2. Propase generalizations that
explain relationships.

3. Design or set forth a scheme for
classifying data, taking action,
or planning.

(continued on Daze 61)
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Figure 8 front.)

D. Personalize.

1. Express feelings about an
event, person, or thing.

2. Express a preference, or a liking
or disliking for something.

3. Express an opinion or a
personal belief.

4. Render a judgment and support
that judgment by referring to
clearly defined criteria.

E. Invent

1. Create original descriptions.
2. Create dialogue as part of

writing.
3. Create characters.
4. Create plots.

Student's Name: Date.

Teacher's Name.

Student's Comments:

*Based on categories of writing from Henhings and Grant, Written Exiiression
in the Language Arts, (Teachers College Press, 1981).

Subject matter teachers have traditionally relied on reading
and discussion to help students comprehend content. They ask
students to read to find out, to talk about ideas before and after
reading, and to listen to content. Writing belongs within this
instructional framework. The "writing connection" logically
is the next step, because it is through such integration of com-
munication skills that children acquire understanding of the
content areas.

The Writing Craft

The craft of writing involves drafting ideas on paper so that
they communicate clearly. Looking at writing in th ?se terms,



one is first concerned with the selection of words and the design
of sentences and paragraphs. Good writers must select just the
right verb, adjective, or adverb to communicate the intended
message. They must be able to manipulate a variety of sentence
patterns and draw from a repertoire of transitional words to
express the appropriate relationships. They must be able to se-
quence their thoughts logically and to develop paragraphs that
focus on a main idea. Organizing ideas for writing is a thinking
process in and of itself.

Other aspects of the writing craft involve the numerous lan-
guage conventions, such as capitalization, punctuation, and
spelling. Although these language conventions are not as im-
portant to communication as deeper thinking patterns, stu-
dents must acquire skill in them if their writing is to be accept-
able by customary standards.

Figure. 9 provides a checklist of writing skills that can be
used for diagnostic purposes. It is apparent that these skills
cannot be taught only in English and language arts classes. If
students are to express themselves with force and clarity, they
must have opportunities for writing in every curriculum area
at every level.

Writing is not only a skill but is also an instructional stra-
tegy, a means of acquiring understanding of basic concepts
and generalizations within the content areas. Writing can also
serve a diagnostic function. Students who read on a topic and
then write about it provide the teacher with information on
whether they really understand the topic, whether they see
relationships between a main idea and subordinate points,
whether they can draw conclusions based on the information
read, and whether they can apply their understanding in ex-
plaining or interpreting a related situation. From students'
writing, the teacher learns whether more work with the basic
facts, concepts, and generalizations is needed.

Figure 9 A CHECKLIST OF WRITING SKILLS

The student is able to:
high
skill

medium
skill

low
skill

no
skill

A. Organize ideas into related
wholes: ,

1. Compose paragraphs that focus
on me main topic.

2. Compose paragraphs in which
points develop logically.

(continued on page 63)
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Figure 9 front.)

3. Use words that communicate
sequential relationships: first.
then, after that, finally.

4. Use words that communicate
contrasting relationships: on
the other hand, in this case, in
that case.

5. Use words that communicate
cause and effect relationships:
as a result, therefore, thus,
accordingly.

6. Use words that communicate
comparable relationships: in
the same way, similarly.

7. Sequence a series of paragraphs
so that ideas develop progres-
sively.

B. Compose in meaningful
sentence units:

1. Write complete sentences, not
run-ons and fragments.

2. Avoid connecting sentence
thoughts with a string of ands.

3. Combine thoughts by subordi-
nating ideas.

C. Handle basic punctuation/
capitalization patterns impor-
tant in clear communication
of meaning:

End sentence punctuation,
addresses, dates, appositives,
parenthetical expressions, direct
address, direct conversation and
quotations, combined sentences,
imbedded sentences.

D. Select words that communi-
cate with force and clarity:

1. Use appropriate synonyms.
2. Avoid wordiness.
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A Design for Teaching Writing
in Content Areas

How can writing be taught while dealing with fundamental
concepts and generalizations in the content areas? This sec-
tion presents an instructional design by 1) offering a case study
of a classroom situation in which writing is an integral corn-.
ponent, 2) giving a generalized model of instruction, and 3) sug-
gesting a variety of contexts in which this model can be applied.

Writing in the Content Areas: A Case Study

It was the third week in September, and students in Bruce
Raspol3tch's fifth grade were well into their first social studies
unit that dealt with the North American continentits regions,
rivers, and nations.

On the previous day, students had read the section in their
text that briefly describes the rivers and lakes of North Ameri-
ca. Now Mr. Raspolitch asked them to look at a table that lists
the rnajor rivers and their lengths in kilometers and miles. (See
below).

Largest Rivers in North America

Rivers
-

Length
in KM

Length
in Miles

Mackenzie 4,216 2,530

Mississippi 3,757 2,254

Missouri 3,704 2,222
St. LaWrence 3,040 1,824

Rio Grande 3,016 1,810

Yukon 2,880 1,728

Arkansas 2,320 1,392

Colorado 2,320 1,392

Columbia 1,942 1,165

Saskatchewan 1,928 1,157

Peace 1,912 1,147

Snake 1,661 1,032

Red 1,629 1,012



'3

Working with a wall map of North America, student volun-_

teers traced the paths of the listed rivers from their sources to
their mouths and described the geographic regions through
which they passed. As students identified the rivers on the wall
map, the rest of the class used desk maps to label the rivers and
their lengths. When the class had labeled the major rivers, Mr.
Raspolitch shifted gears by asking, "What is the main idea
communicated by the table in our book?"

Craig was quick to respond, "That the Mackenzie River is the
biggest river."

Mr. Raspolitch replied, "Craig has not really given us the
main idea of the table. He has supplied us with one piece of in-
formation. Let's look again and use the caption on the table as
a clue to the main idea." This time Keith responded, "There are
lots of large rivers in North America."

"Exactly," answered Mr. Raspolitch. "Keith, come up and
record your sentence as the first one in a general paragraph
about North American rivers that we are going to write together."

When Keith had recorded his sentence on the board, Raspo-
litch returned to Craig. "Craig, can you take the point you pre-
viously made and express it as a second sentence in the para-
graph?" Craig agreed and wrote on the board, The biggest river
is the Mackenzie River.

At that point Mr. Raspolitch asked students to contribute
another sentence to their paragraph that supported the idea
that there are lots of large rivers in North America. Three stu-
dents volunteered sentences. The paragraph on the board now
looked like this:

There are lots of large rivers in North America. The biggest
river is the Mackenzie River. Another big river is the Mibaissippi.
Then the Missouri. The St. Lawrence River is 3,040 kilometers.

As with most first drafts, the paragraph needed rewriting.
So Mr. Raspolitch began by telling students to look at their
first sentence and then asked, "Can we rewrite our sentence to
avoid starting with There? Let's keep away from there if we
can. It is not a strong way to begin." The students suggested
several different beginning sentences. They finally agreed on
Many large riuers flow across the North American continent.

"Let's look at our second sentence," Mr. Raspolitch contin-
ued, "and see if we can find a word that is repetitious. " The
class readily agreed that the second river was unnecessary.
Then Raspolitch asked, "Who can suggest another word for
biggest to make it say precisely what we are talking about?"
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The youngsters quickly got the point and substituted longest
for biggest.

At that point Mr. Raspolitch moved from the basic facts of
the paragraph to the expansion of ideas. "Who can remember a
fact about the Mackenzie from our map study that we can add
to our sentence to fatten it up?" This question was tougher. Stu-
dents had to go back to the map and point out the Mackenzie's
location again-. They talked about the location and noted that
it was located in northwestern Canada. The class decided that
this was a significant point to add, so they rewrote their second
sentence to read The longest river is the Mackenzie, which is
located in northwestern Canada.

At this juncture, Mr. Raspolitch decided to teach sentence-.
combining skill. He asked, "What'ii wrong with Then the Mis-
souri as a sentence in our paragraph?" When the fifth graders
had made the point that these three words were not a sentence
because there was no verb part, their teacher asked, "How are
the Mississippi and the Missouri related?" The students iden-
tified a number of relationshipsthat they are the next longest
rivers on the continent, that they are in the central United
States, that the Missouri flows into the Mississippi. With these
relationships established, Mr. Raspolitch asked, "Who can
draft one sentence that includes information about both the -
Missouri and the Mississippi since these rivers are related?"
After considerable discussion, the students cooperatively put
together this sentence: The Mississippi and the Missouri, both
located in the center of the United States, are the next two long-
est rivers.

Mr. Raspolitch's next question was, "Is there a way to add
information about some other North American rivers to our
last sentence to make our paragraph more informative?" Stu-
dents argued about whether this could be done and how it could
be done. They finally devised this sentence: Other long North
American rivers are the St. Lawrence, the Rio Grande, the Yu-
kon, the Arkansas, and the Colorado. The students, with no
prompting, decided to include only these rivers and not to men-
tion. others from the table. Their ration ale *was that the other
rivers were less than 2,000 kilometers long.

The class gave their paragraph a title, Major North Ameri-
can Rivers, and that ended the combined writing/social studies
lesson for the day. Here is the final paragraph Mr. Raspolitch's
fifth graders wrote:



Major North American Rivers

Many large rivers flow across the North American continent.
The longest river is the Mackenzie, which is located in northern
Canada. The- Mississippi and the Missouri, both located in the
center of the United States, are the next longest. Other long
North American rivers are the St. Lawrence, the Rio Grande,
the Yukon, the Arkansas, and the Colorado.

By comparing this final draft to the first draft, one can see how
through the teacher's guidance, students can develop fluency
in their writing.

The next day the fifth graders worked in small teams to ex-
pand the data from the table in their books to include informa-
tion about the river locations, the source of each river, the body
of water into which each flows, and the general direction of
river flow. Students obtained this information from a large
wall map and from a map of North America in their text. They
compiled their data directly onto a chart like the one in fig-
ure 10.

Figure 10 DATA RETRIEVAL CHART FOR WRITING

RIVER RELATIONSHIPS
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It took a full period for students to complete their data retrie-
val charts. The next day the small teams shared their findings
to insure that all groups had complete and accurate informa-
tion that would later be used for writing paragraphs.
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In a follow-up session, students gathered in writing/rewriting
teams. Each team pulled a slip containing a river name from
a box. Working from their data retrieval charts, each composed
a paragraph describing the river it had selected. After the teams
had drafted their paragraphs, they exchanged them with an-
other team. Rewriting consisted of adding information, sharp-
ening the introductory sentence, combining sentences to make
them flow better, substituting stronger words, and checking
spelling punctuation, and capitalization.

On successive days, Mr. Raspolitch's fifth graders continued
to explore the water system ofNorth America. At one point they
hypothesized about the role that the lakes and rivers played
in the economic development of the continent, and they brain-
stormed a list of ways the water system had been an asset in
this development. Students cooperatively compiled a chart of
what they called "River Contributions." Later, students in-
dividually wrote a paragraph incorporating the ideas about
river contributions that they had charted and discussed.

A Design for Teaching Writing in the Content Areas

Mr. Raspolitch's lesson series suggests a sequence useful in
teaching writing within content areas. This sequence includes
prewriting, drafting, and rewriting, and involves students in
reading, listening, and speaking. It also includes three forms
of writing: teacher-guided group writing, small group collabo-
rative writing, and individual writing.

Prewriting. Numerous researchers have investigated in-
structional approaches to improve students' writing. Summa-

r, rizing much of this research in the English Journal (January
1978), Elizabeth Haynes concludes that many approaches
have negative outcomes: that the study of traditional grammar
is not effective in eliminating writing errors; that more writing
alone does not necessarily mean better writing; and that inten-
sive correction of student errors by the teacher is futile. On the
positive side, Haynes finds favoi able outcomes from prewrit-
ing activity in which talking together or talking into a tape
recorder precedes writing.

James Moffett (1979) offers a possible explanation as to why
oral activity that precedes drafting of ideas on paper has a posi-
tive impact on writing quality. According to Moffett, when peo-
ple write they are essentially involved in first talking to them-
selves. Writers taste words on their tongues, hear sentences in
their mind's eye, and edit or discard possibilities as they occur.
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This is all part of inner speech, or of thought itself.
From this point of view, activities that trigger talking to one's

self in one's head, or inner speech, will have a positive effect on
one's ability to compose ideas on paper. These activities in-
clude games, practical probiems to solve, imagining, and dia-
logue with others. Moffett also suggests that lots of good con-
versation, when interiorized, becomes part of inner speech. In
the context of science and social studies such prewriting ac-
tivities may include brainstorming, categorizing ideas, compil-
ing data retrieval charts in groups, talking around a problem to
clarify relationships, and sharing ideas in small writing teams.

Drafting. The process of drafting sentences and paragraphs
can procead orally through teacher-guided group writing. In
group writing the teacher guides the students in thinking
through ideas before cooperatively drafting sentences and or-
ganizing related ideas into paragraphs. During the grqup com-
position period the teacher asks questions that lead students
to express relationships they perceive from the data and even
to choose words that express those relationships clearly. Sharp-
ly focused teacher questions prepare students for the inner
thinking, or speaking, that must go on when they compose
individually.

Collaborative writing also encourages students to think
through relationships prior to composing. When young people
must function cooperatively in a small writing team to com-
pose a paragraph or two, they are forced to talk out their ideas
to think out loud, so to speak. In sharing ideas with others in
a small group, young writers begin to use the technical vocabu-
lary needed to express relationships in the content areasvo-
cabulary that they go on to use naturally when composing
individually.

Individual composing flows naturally from group writing
experiences. When students have cooperated on writing on
topics about which much preliminary brainstorming, chart-
ing, and talking together have taken place, they will see their
individual compositions as an extension of the cooperative
writing they have already done and approach it with consider-
ably more confidence. Individual writing gives the teacher an
opportunity to diagnose children's developing writing ability.

Editing and Revising. Experienced teachers know that chil-
dren often balk at going back to rewrite. To them, once drafted,
a piece is done! However, even the most able writers return to
edit and revise what.' they have drafted. Children should be in-
volved in rewriting, so it becomes an expected part of their writ-
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ing activity. Teacher-guided group rewriting, as demonstrated
by Mr. Raspolitch, can help young writers to understand that
rewriting is an integral part of writing. Guided by questions
raised by their teacher, students edit and revise. In revising,
they may delete some points and insert additional information;
in so doing they may have to create more complex sentence pat-
terns. They may substitute more forceful words and vary sen-
tence patterns. In editing, they check to see that sentences are
complete, punctuation and capitalization are appropriate, and
words are spelled correctly.

Of course, with student rewriting a teacher would not try to
deal with all these points. Looking at a paragraph just drafted
cooperatively, teachers must make a decision as to which points
to stress, depending on the writing problems apparent in the
piece or on the particular skills that are being taught at that
point.

In making decisions about editing and revising, teachers
can be guided by research on how to help children become more
sophisticated writers. Mellon (1969) has demonstrated that
with practice students can be helped to overcome their tendency
to string sentences together with the word and. In a later study,
O'Hare (1973) got similar results, as did Combs (1976) and Per-
ron (1976). Reviewing the findings of the early studies in this
area, Stotsky (1975) commented that "sentence-combining
practice will increase both syntactic maturity and overall qual-
ity in the writing of upper elementary and junior high school
students."

These studies suggest that during teacher-guided group writ-
ing, starting about grade three when children begin to write
longer pieces, the teacher can begin to work systematically on
rewriting. She might ask, "Look at this sentence: The Mackeri-
zie River is the longest river and it is in Canada and it flows
north. How can we rewrite it to avoid the ands? Who can take
the first two sentence parts ( The Mackenzie River is the longest
river and it is in Canada) and put them together without the
and?" Especially helpful here is the sentence-lifting technique
in which the teacher writes the original sentence in big print on
construction paper. Students use scissors to cut the sentence
into its three component parts, and then reconstruct it without
the ands.

Similar rewriting techniques can be part of collaborative
writing. A team can rewrite a short piece that it has coopera-
tively written on a previous day. Having a day between the
writing and the rewriting is often helpful because the students
return to their pieces with a fresh eye. An alternative is to ex-
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change papers between teams, with each team giving sugges-
tions for rewriting to the other team. In either case, experienced
teachers have found that giving students specific rewriting
assignm ents encourages careful editing and revision.

Depending on the skills the teacher wishes to emphasize,
appropriate assignments include:

1. Deleting at least one unnecessary word.
2. Adding at least one additional piece of information to an

existing sentence.
3. Combining two smaller sentences into one without using

the word and. Use who, which, that, when, because, so, if, while,
as, since as possible connectives.

4. Substituting one stronger word for a word used in the first
draft.

5. Identifying the main idea of each paragraph and check-
ing that every sentence in a paragraph contributes to that idea.

When students compose individually, the teacher/student
conference provides a good setting in which to encourage re-
writing. Have students select a piece or two from several they
have drafted and ask them to rewrite these pieces for sharing
with othersin a sense, for publication. Appropriate questions
a teacher might raise relate to the logic of the sentence order,
the relationship of specific sentences to the main idea of the
paragraph, the possibility of combining sentences, addition of
words to make sentence meaning more precise, or insertion of
punctuation to clarify relationships. Although the teacher
conference is time consuming, it can be done while other stu-
dents continue to write on their own or as part of small writing-
rewriting teams.

Writing is not simply the process of taking pen in hand and
drafting ideas on paper; it requires both prewriting and rewrit-
ing activity. Accordingly, when designing writing-thinking
activity in the content areas, the teacher must structure writ-
ing sequences to include opportunities for prewriting, for draft-
ing, and for rewriting. Figure 11 presents a model for designing
writing sequences in the content areas. The model suggests
that writing in the content areas is a multifaceted activity that
includes reading, listening, viewing, doing, talking, sharing,
and, above all, thinking.

Contexts for Writing in the Content Areas

The fields of science and social studies rely heavily on visuals
to summarize content or to illustrate concepts. From the earli-
est grades most social studies and science texts are filled with
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Figure 11 MODEL FOR DESIGNING WRITING SEQUENCES IN THE
CONTENT AREAS

Data Gathering

listening
reading
viewing
doing

Sharing

putting into readable form
sharing orally
involving others in speaking
or dramatizing the piece

Si
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Drafting
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visualsmaps, graphs, charts, diagrams, schematics, pictures
that can provide the content for students' writing.

From Visuals into Writing. Following are some specific ac-
tivities using visuals as a source for writing:

1. Ask students to analyze pictures in their social studies
texts to find out hOw.education, dress, agriculture, architecture,
or any other feature of the culture being depicted differ from
their own. Have students talk out the differences and then in a
teacher-guided group writing session, express those differ-
ences in a paragraph and then rewrite. Later, in writing teams,
have students handle a related picture in the same way. Last,
have students write individual paragraphs.

2. Ask students to study a graph, such as one showing energy
consumption and production in the United States over a 50-
year period. After considerable discussion, have students ex-
press the points raised by composing a single paragraph of
exPlanation.

3, Ask students key questions about relationships depicted
on a map, such as one showing the major exploration patterns
during the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries. Follow up'with a
group or individual writing assignment that discusses the re-
lationships rioted.

4. Involve students in a discussion of clata in a table or chart,
such as the statistics on immigration patterns in the seven-
teenth and eighteenth centuries. After reaching some generali-
zations through discussion, record them in paragraph form.

From Reading into Writing. Reading naturally leads into
writing, which can begin with even very young children. In the
primary grades, textbooks not only provide information but
pose questions as part of the textual matter. These questions,
which are generally intended for discussion purposes, can also
serve as topics for paragraph drafting. For example, a first-
grade science text (Concepts in Science, Harcourt Brace Jovan-
ovich) shows three pictures: the first is an ice cube on a fork
b4lanced above a glass; the second is the cube partially melted
with some water in the glass; and the third is a wet fork and a
glass now with more water. The text asks, "How does the ice
change?" The teacher's guide suggests that youngsters de-
scribe each picture and talk in terms of the ice melting. The
first-gra& teacher, who wants to build writing skills simulta-
neously as youngsters acquire concepts, can begin by having
youngsters dictate sentences that tell step-by-step how the ice
changes. The teacher, serving as scribe, records those sen-
tences on the chalkboard or on chart paper. Later teacher and
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children go back to rewrite their sentences to form a cohesive
paragraph.

In the same text, another picture series shows a glass of ice
cubes on a sunny window sill. A clock nearby reads 9:00. A sec-
ond picture shows the same glass, now filled wit') watei on the
same sunny window sill, and the clock now reads 11:00. The
text asks the question: "Why does the ice cliange?" The teach-
er's guide suggests talking with the children about such factors
as the passage uf time and the sunny location in order to hypo-
thesize possible causes. Here again, the teacher interested in
writing skills can use the activity as a springboard to writing.
With teacher guidance, youngsters dictate sentencesperhaps
only two or threeexplaining why.

From Doing into .Writing. Writing can also be an outgrowth
of hands-on experiences that occur as part of content learning.
Simple investigatious, such as the ones with melting ice cubes
described above, can be performed by the children themselves.
Talk, of course, is an integral part of the prewriting experience
with students describing what they did, listing the materials
they used, and describing what happened as a result. Drafting
comes next. Youngsters can cooperatively compose paragraphs
under such headings as "Procedures We FolloWed," "Materials
'We Used," and "Results We Observed." Then children can
brainstorm possible explanations of what happened and draft
a fourth paragraph under the heading "Our Explanation of
Why This Happened."

From Viewing into Writing. In much the same way, writing
can be an outgrowth of film or filmstrip viewing. In this con-
text, the prewriting stage consists of the viewing and the fol-
low-up talk. After viewing, the students recall as many facts as
they remember from the film. They record these facts on the
chalkboard, categorize them according to dubtopics, and then
write paragraphs based on the information they have orga-
nized. On pages 82-85, the reader will find a more detailed de-
scription of this kind of lesson sequence that includes data
gathering, data organizing, and paragraph drafting

Specific Strategies for Teaching
Writing in the Content Areas

In teaching writing as part of Content learning, the teacher
must use techniques appropriate to the child's developmental
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level. At one level is the young child who is just learning to read
and make the letters of the alphabet. At another level is the
older student who has learned the basic writing skills but needs
assistance in drafting clear, well-organized sentences and
paragraphs. The sections that follow provide some suggestions
for teaching writing at various developmental levels.

The Beginning WriterBuilding Rudimentary
Recording Skills

Specific strategies for teaching writing to young children as
part of content learning include group dictation and rewriting,
individual dictation and tracing cwer, individual dictation and
wri4ing over, composition of repetitive pieces, comp sition of
framed paragraphs, word charting, and creative spelling.

Group Dictation and Rewriting. In kindergartens and first
grades, group dictation of ideas is a proven strategy for devel-
oping early reading and writing skills. The teacher gathers the
children into a conversation group and encourages them to
talk about classroom events, holidays they anticipate, excur-
sions they have taken together, a story they have heard, or a
filmstrip they have viewed. After spending considerable time
in this prewriting activity, the teacher then asks children to
give sentences that tell about the events just discussed. Usual-
ly the teacher asks for only three or four sentence8 and records
them in large script and in paragraph form on a chart. At ihis
point the teacher reads the sentences dictated, passing her
hand from left to right under the dictated words. The teacher
then ieads the sentences again, this time asking youngsters to
chorus the lines aloud. After several groun repetitions, individ-
ual children try to read a sentence or two aloud.

As part of the group dictation, there are several strategies the
teacher can use to help children develop beginning writing
skills. These include:

1. Introducing the sentence. From the beginning, the teach-
er should use the word sentence: "Who can give me a sentence
that tells what we saw when we visited the bank?" Having re-
corded several sentences that the children suggest, the teacher
continues, "Let's look at how all our sentences begin. What
kind of a letter do we use to begin a sentence? What do we put
at the end of each sentence?" Later as children dictate sen-
tences, the teacher may ask one youngster to write the capital
letter at the beginning of a sentence, and another youngster to
add the period at the end of the sentence.
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2. Introducing the paragraph. From the beginning, the
teacher should follow paragraphing conventions in recording
sentences children dictate. This means recording the sentences
in paragraph form with the first word indented. In introducing
a writing activity, the teacher uses the word paragraph, "Let's
write a paragraph that tells about our trip to the businesses in
our town."

3. Introducing the notion of logical flow of ideas. As young-
sters become comfortable with the process of group dictation,
the teacher can take the sentences the children have dictated
and cut them into individual strips. Now the teacher asks,
"Let's look at our sentences. Which one do you think would
make the best first sentence in our paragraph so that the reader
knows right away what the main point of our paragraph is?"
Students reorganize the sentences so that the paragraph is
more logical than in the first draft. As youngsters dictate other
paragraphs, reorganizing sentences becomes a natural part of
the experience. Guided by teacher questions, youngsters decide
on what is the best sentence order. The teacher then numbers
the sentences to indicate the order in which they will be read.
In early grades, where children practice penmanship skills by
making individual copies of a group dictation, they copy the
sentences in the order indicated by the numbers. This is their
introduction to the process of rewriting.

4. Introducing transitional words to show logical sentence
sequences. To introduce children to the idea of logical sentence
sequence, a teacher can guide children's dictation by asking a
series of questions, each of which contains a key transitional
word. For example, if youngsters have just made pancakes, the
teacher can begin the dictation by asking, "What big task did
we do together today?" then follow with "What did we do first
when we made our pancakes? What did we do next? What did
we do after that?" When children respond, typically they pro-
pose sentences with the key transitional words (today, first,
next, after that) their teacher used. The result is a clearly 136-
quenced description of what occurred. To achieve the same pur-
pose in upper grades, teachers can use such words as if, as a
result, in this case, in that case when guiding group composition.

Individual Dictation and Tracing Over. Generally, children
who have talked together about, a topic are eager to dictate
individually. To begin, ask youngsters to draw their ideas on
paper. Research by Donald Graves (1975) seems to indicate
that visualizing is an integral part of writing, especially with
beginning writers. At the time children are drawing their ideas,
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the teacher moves from child to child, asking each to give one
sentence that expresses the ideas he or she is depipting visually.
The teacher prints the child's words lightly in pencil on the art
paper. The child then traces over the teacher's letters with a
crayon.

Individual Dictation and Copying. After some experience in
tracing over words, the next step is copying a sentence the
teacher has printed during individual dictation. To facilitate
this copying, the tearther should write on every other line of
ruled paper. The children then copy the sentences -.irectly be-
low those the teacher has recorded. Because recordihg is a la-
borious process for the young child just learning to form letters,
teachers should restrict the dictation to two or three sentences
sentences that begin with capitals, have end punctuation,
and are set on the page in paragraph form.

Individual Recording. Shortly, children are ready to record
independently. At first, this poses a major problem because
they may have trouble spelling even basic words. Following
are some ideas for helping children to write independently:

1. Word charting. As youngsters talk together during pre-
writing activity, the teacher can focus on bask words and re-
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cord these on charts that are hung around the room, vith a
chart for each letter of the alphabet. Some teachers number
pach word on the basic word charts.-Then when a child asks for
a word to be spelled during individual writing, the teaclier can
suggest, "Look at our T t chart. The word you want is number
3 on our chart."

In mu,ch the same way, technical word charts can be devel-
oped as youngsters pursue major units in the content areas.
Studying community helpers in first grade, youngsters talk
about fire fighters and the equipment they uge, such as ladders,
nets, hoses, and fire engines. The teacher writes these words on
the chart. When youngsters are ready to compose brief para-
graphs about the equipment fire fighters use, they merely look
up at their charts to find the words ladders, nets, hoses, and
fire engines correctly spelled.

2. Idea charting, Teachers of young children also find that
idea charting is a helpful device for beginning writers. On a
large chart the te..cher writes a key word or question important
in their content-area study. For example, youngsters studying
pets may focus on dogs. On top of one chart, the teacher may
write "Words That Describe Dogs"; on top of another, "Things
We Must Do to Care for Our Dog Pets"; on still another, "Why
,We Like Our Dog Pets," Children brainstorm all manner of
words and ideas about dogs, which the teacher then records on
the appropria" idea chart. Using the words and ideas on the
chart that describes dogs, youngsters cooperatively write and
revise sentences, which the-teacher records for them on chart
paper. Later, the youngsters can take the words and ideas from
the second chart and compose individual paragraphs. The ad-
vantage of one idea on each chart is that the writing that results
tends to focus on the one main idea. Thus the children begin to
get a sense of paragraph structure.

3. Framed paragraphs. Giving youngsters a paragraph
starter as a framework sometimes helps to get them writing,
especially when they are working from a list of ideas and words
on an idea chart. For example, youngsters drafting individual
compositions from ideas on "Things We Must Do to care for
Our Pets" may benefit from a paragraph-starter such as:

We must take good care of our pets. We must

and
Also we must
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In the blank spaces of the framed paragraph, students insert
words from their charts.

4. Repetitive paragraphs. To help children who are just be-
ginning to write independently, some teachers ask them to
write paragraphs, each of which begin the same way. Thus on
one day, children may talk and then write about times when
they get angry. They begin their writing with "I get angry when

. ." On another day, children may talk about times when they
are sad. That day their writing begins "I am sad when . . ."
Through repetitive use, young writers soon master such basic
words as-I, get, am and when. .

5. Creative spelling. As -children begin to write independent-
ly, spelling poses a hurdle. Language arts specialists today
more and more are advocating creative spelling, that is, letting
children approximate the spelling of words, using their rudi-
mentary sound-symbol system. When youngsters have talked
about things in their immediate environment, they have much
to write. To make them overly concerned about spelling is to
cut off their stream of ideas when they write.

The strategies described above are part of the repertoireused
by many experienced primary teachers who want to involve
youngsters in creative composition. These same strategies can
be used in content learning, for in the process of expressing
ideas on paper, primary youngsters are learning concepts; they
are learning through writing as well as learning to write.

Refining Writing Skills Beyond the Primary Grades
Once youngsters have gained some skill in writing, they are

ready to refine these skills to produce good expository writing.
To generate the ideas for writing, young people need oppor-
tunity:

1. To observe and record based on firsthand observations.
2. To translate data from visual to verbal forms.
3. To generalize based on their observations and on data

read or heard.
4. To render judgments.
5. `Pc apply generalizations to explain related situations.

At this point too, young people need guidance in handling data
so they can write about relationships with clarity and preci-
sion. Let us consider next specific ways to involve upper grade
students with both the content and craft of writing.

Brainstorming, Categorizing, and Generalizing. An instruc-
tional sequence that uses content fc r teaching writing has three
components: brainstorming, cateporizing, and generalizing
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through group writing.
1. Brainstorming is a useful technique for generating con-

tent for writing. Freely expressing any and all points that come
to mind on a topic and listing these in the random order in
which they surface is the essence of brainstorming. However,
there must be an information base if brainstorming is to be
used effectively. This means that the teacher who decides to
use brainstorming as an instructional strategy leading to writ-
ing must provide students an opportunity to acquire a factual
background. Accordingly, data gathering must precede brain-
storming.

In a content unit on China, for example, data gathering can
consiSt of reading or viewing a filmstrip, film, transparency, or
picture series. It can consist of firsthand investigation or ob-
servation. Once participants have acquired some factual back-
ground, they gather together and in a freewheeling atmos-
phere call out information, ideas, and points of view. Several
scribes record items on the board in the order given with no at-
tempt to identify patterns or relationships.

2. Categorizing. Once ideas are recorded, the next step is to
organize them into categories or around "big ideas." The teach-
er might begin, "This point seems to relate to agriculture in
China. What other points also focus on this same subtopic?"
As students identify related points, a scribe circles them with
yellow chalk and a volunteer records each circled point on a
chart Working through the other points, the class cooperative-
ly comes up with other categories such as Education in China,
Industry in China, Government in China, Geography of China.
In each category a scribe circles the points with a different
colored chalk, and a volunteer lists related items on a chart.

3. Generalizing in group writing. Once all the points have
been grouped into "big idea" categories, the teacher guides the
students in thinking through possible relationships among the
data. The class is now ready to compose cooperatively a para-
graph that expresses these relationships along with support-
ing points. The teacher might begin by focusing on one cate-
gory, for example, Agriculture in China; and ask, "Looking at
all these points about the way agriculture is carried on in China,
what can we say is generally true about farming methods
there?" As students throw out ideas in this prewriting discus-
sion, the teacher guides them in drafting a statement that be-
comes a topic sentence for a paragraph, which is then recorded
on the board.

Students next identify points that back up the stated gener-
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alization. These become supporting sentences in the para-
graph that gradually takes form on the board. Later, the teach-
er and students revise and edit the sentences they have drafted,
giving attention to sentence order, sentence structure, word
choice, and such mechanical matters as spelling, punctuation,
capitalization, and usage.

Brainstorming, Categorizing, Judging. To get students
thinking in the judgmental mode, a teacher would structure the
instructional sequence somewhat differently. After students
brainstorm and categorize, the teacher might ask, "Do you
think that the agricultural system in China is better than that
in the United States? Why? Do you think that the system in the
United States is better than that in China? Why?" As the class
offers opinions and makes judgments, two scribes record on the
board. One lists points that support the position that the U.S.
system is better than the Chinese the other lists points that
support the opposite position. During the discussion, the teach-
er may have to raise questions about the meaning of the word
better; does it mean more productive? more democratic? more
equitable?

Once the class has developed a list of points supporting each
position, drafting short position paragraphs is a next step. If
students have had some previous group-writing experience in
drafting judgmental paragraphs, they can undertake this as-
signment in three-person writing teams. Each team selects a
position (i.e., China's system is better; or the U.S. system is
better). Later, teams that have 'taken different positions can
merge to form six-person rewriting groups. Their task now is
to write a short composition giving both the pros and cons. In
this type of rewriting, teams may have to use transitional words
(however, on the other hand, yet, but, nevertheless, regardless)
to express relationships among the sentences.

Teachers who have used this sequence find that having
teams record their paragraphs on the chalkboard or on large
charting paper is helpful, because team members can see their
first draft as they make suggestions for improving sentence
and paragraph patterns.

Brainstorming, Categorizing, Outlining, and Drafting. In
the two instructiorkal sequences described above, the group's
prewriting activities of brainstorming, categorizing, and talk.
ing about relationships occupies more time than the actual
drafting of ideas into sentences and paragraphs. Some teach-
ers who have used these approaches extend prewriting to in-
clude outlining of the points that have been categorized. Through
outlining, students are identifying relationships they will later
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express in paragraph form.
A fifth-grade teacher, Janet Gould, did this for a unit on the

People's Republic of China. Below is an outline developed by
Ms. Gould's agriculture team, reproduced just as the team draft-
ed it, so the reader will note some inconsistencies. However, the
outline shows that these youngsters thought through and
identified key relationships and developed an outline that will
aid later in paragraph writing.

China's Agriculture

I. Products
A. Rice is the most important resource

1. South China produces
2. Rice is raked by hand

B. What is produced in North China
C. Corn
D. Soy beans
E. Millet
F. Fruit trees

II. Problems
A. Shortage of land
B. Food Supply is critical
C. Machinery is scarce
D. Buffaloes are used on farms
E. Crops are harvested in traditional ways

III. Improvements being made
A: Land is terraced so more can be used
B. Dams are being built for irrigation
C. Meetings are held to decide how the fields will be

handled
D. Farms are joined together to make a big farm called

communes

Paragraph writing was the next step in Ms. Gould's unit on
China. The team members who had made the outline on China's
agricultural system each took one of the main headings and
wtote a paragraph that included the given information. Later,
they combined their paragraphs to form a short, informative
piece on their topic.

Learning to Organize Longer Reports

Eventually students must learn to handle information gleaned
from several sources and meld it into a series of paragraphs
that flow logically one into another. Most tPachers know that
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this is no easy task, even for adults. It requires the writer to
identify major ideas on the topic and to organize data from
more than one source into categories, which later become para-
graphs in a written report.

One of the most useful tools for compiling data from a num-
ber of sources is the data retrieval chart. (See figure 12.)

Figure 12 DATA RETRIEVAL CHART ON COLONIAL AMERICA

Name of Researcher:
I. Directions: Record

the subtopic from the
three-person team
named and complete

Subtopic Investigated.
column material

Each nynnber
from one of
of the chart.

in the appropriate
reference named.

will collect data
one column

on the
of your

the references

References
Middle

Colonies
Southern
Colonies

New England
Color

textbook:
Your America

_I

textbook:

World Book

II. Directions: When each member of your tea m has gathered
data from one reference named, compile your data on one
master chart. Then using the data from that chart, complete
the following writing assignments:
A. Draft a paragraph that describes schooling in the New

England colonies.
_

B. Draft a paragraph that describes schooling in the Mid-
dle colonies. ,

C. Draft a paragraph that describes schooling in the South-
ern colonies.

D. In your group, decide where you would have preferred to
live during colonial days. Draft a paragraph expressing
your preference based on the schooling practices there.
Make sure your paragraph tells why.
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In making a data retrieval chart, the first step is to identify the
major topics to be investigated. Studying life in Colonial Amer-
ica, Ms. Donahue's fifth-grade class decided that a logical divi-
sion was the New England Colonies, the-Middle-Colonies, and'
the Southern Colonies. Once they had these divisions in mind,
they subdivided them according to cultural features in each
colonial region (e.g., why the colony started, religion, housing,
schooling, and farming practices).

For data-gathering purposes, Ms. Donahue divided her class
into three-person teams. Each team focused on one of the sub-
topics identified (e.g., schooling, housing, etc.) and gathered
information by reaaing in one of the references listed on the
data retrieval chart. The students recorded their data in the ap-
propriate category on the chart and later pooled their data so
that each team member had information from several sources.

The next step was paragraph drafting. In the example cited
above, each team member contributed sentences to paragraphs
about life in each of the colonial regions using material directly
from their retrieval charts. Here is the composition written by
one team on colonial crops and trading goods.

Crops and Trading Goods in the Colonies

Some of the trade goods of New England were cloth, fish, and
farm produce. They also built ships.

The middle colonies produced trade goods such as flax, hemp,
cloth, cGrn, butter, cheese, and farming products. They became
known as The "Bread basket." They also exported large quanti-
ties of pork and beef as well as crafts and furs to the West Indies.

The crop and trade goods of the Southern Colonies were tobac-
co, rice, pitch, tar, cattle, fish, lumber, blubber, whale oil, corn,
wheat, and indigo. They traded sheepwool and things that they
wove. On most plantations a new kind of tobacco was grown
which sold for a lot in England.

As the young writers in the "school group" and in the "crops
group" were gathering data and drafting paragraphs, others
were working on different subtopics. When all groups had fin-
ished their paragraphs, the class compiled all the paragraphs
into a major report with each section set off by topical headings.

Teachers using data retrieval charts for purposes of data
gathering, data organizing, and paragraph drafting may wish
at some point to help children go beyond the facts to gencralize
and render judgments. This, Ms. Donahue did with the writing
assignment on the ;:hart: "Decide where you would have pre-
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ferred to live during colonial days. Draft a paragraph express-
, ing your preference based on the schooling practices there.
Make sure your paragraph tells why." This type of question
asks students to render a judgment. The students orally shared
their preference paragraphs and compared their points of view.
Here, writing led to discussion rather than the other way around.

When students work cooperatively to produce a rather lengthy,
composite report, the teacher can also help them think through
major conclusions by involving them in a group writing of a
final section that points out the relationships discovered. Here
the teacher's job is to ask "Why? Why is it the way it is?" The
sr acients discuss the major relationships and then cooperative-
ly draft a paragraph to conclude their report. In the example on
Colonial America described in this section, the class composed
this concluding paragraph that embodies a basic relationship
that became evident from their previous reading, organizing,
and writing activity:

The Early Colonies

As you can see, where the Colonies were located affected the
kinds of houses the people lived in, the kind of schooling they
had, and their crops and trading goods. With modern equipment

-we have found ways to overcome geographical limitations.

Thinking and Writing in a Variety of Modes

In upper elementary grades, as students grow in their ability
to think abstractly, they need opportunity to think and write
in a variety of modes. They need writing assignments that ask
them to think about content from different perspectives. Such
modes include asking students to:

1. Describe firsthand observations, tell how to do something,
retell, and summar ze;

2. Compare, contrast, r.nalyze, and explain why;
3. Predict, guess, generalize, devise;
4. Express feelings and render opinions, preferences, and

judgments;
5. Create stories.
A complete writing program in upper grades should include

at some point opportunities to compose in all of these modes.
For example, a series of assignments in seventh-grade science
could include these specific assignmerA;s: describe what you
saw happening during the experiment with magnesium; coin-
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pare and contrast what happened when we burned magnesium
to what happened when we burned paper and then wood; write
a paragraph explaining why these materials burned differen ,-
ly; predict what will happen with an element such as sOdigan
and give the reasons for your prediction; write a paragraph
describing how you felt when you'saw sodium burst into flames;
create a story that-has as a plot feature the rapid combustion
of elements.

In the same way, older students can write paragraphs that
vary structurally. They can Write paragraphs that:

1. Begin with a topic sentence followed by supporting detail;
2. Begin with details that lead into a final topic sentence

offering a generalization;
3. Compare and contrast two items;
4. Relate a series of events in chronological order.
Even in junior high and high' school, teacher-guided group

writing is a useful strategy for demonstrating different ways of
structuring a paragraph to the class. Or the teacher can orga-
nize guided writing as a small-group activity with five or six
students, while others pursue writing or reading tasks inde-
pendently. After gaining experience through teacher-guided
group writing, students can undertake a similar writing task
on their own in other content areas.

Summary

This chapter has described ways of teaching writing as part
of content learning, especially in science arid social studies
programs. These same approaches have application in art,
music, and physical education. For example, youngsters who
have seen and heard a clarinet and a trumpet can brainstorm
words and ideas and then write paragraphs of description or
reaction. In so doing, they gain writing power even as they
come to a fuller understanding of the qualities of these musical
instruments.

This chapter has also stressed report writing. This is not to
say that poetry, stories, and other types of creative writing
have no place in content-area strdies. Clearly, young people
can create haikus, acrostics, am.; diamantes as part of science;
they can write lyrics to songs of their own creation in music
classes; they can create original folktales patterned after ones
representative of a culture they are studying.
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Four major generalizations.serve to summarize this chapter:
1. Writing in the content areas is not just a matter of making

assignments. Writing requires considerable information
gathering, prewriting, draftihg, and rewriting if students
are to master the skills of composition.

2. Teachers can make writing easier for students by provid-
ixig them with such tools as data retrieval charts, catego-
ized lists of brainstormed points, and idea and word charts.

3. Teaching writing skills is not necessarily an individual
pursuit. Teacher-guided group writing and rewriting as
well as small-team writing and rewriting are frameworks
for teaching writing in the content areas.

4. Writing in the content areas cannot be divorced from read-
ing, listening, and speaking: At the same time that chil-
dren are involved in writing, they are gaining practice in
other communication skills and they are learning essen-
tial content in unit studies.
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Conclusions

In most elementary schools the teacher is r sponsible for in-
struction in social studies and current even s, in general sci-
ence and mathematics, in health and physi al education, and
in art, music, and literature, while at the s me time teaching
children to read and write, to listen and sp ak, and to use lan-
guage to think. In handling these curriculqm components, too
often the teacher perceives them as disOete and distinctive
parts without realizing that the teachin4 of communication
and reading skills cannot be separated Oom the teaching of
content. Communicating and reading are processes that stu-
dents can master best through handling content. This content
can be stories and poemsour literary heritage; it can be cur-
rent events, science, social studies, health, art, and music. All
content areas should be utilized if students are to develop their
communication and reading skills to the fullest. For this most
basic of reasons, the elementary teacher must blend the teach-
ing of language skills with the teaching of content.

Upper grade and secondary school teachers find the task of
blending skills and content more difficult, because they usually
have responsibility for only one c ntent area and think of
themselves as teachers of science, so ial studies, or music. With
limited time for teaching their spec alties, secondary teachers
fear that attention given to iangu ge skills development will
infringe on content learning. Sucth fears are unfounded. As
Teaching Communication and R ading Skills in the Content
Areas has emphasized, listening speaking, reading, and writ-
ing are ways of learning conten . As students write, they are
thinking through content and qming to a better understand-
ing of it. As students learn to read and listen, they are learning
how to learn content. As students build vocabulary, they are
gaining a better grasp on the technical terminology that is an
inherent part of a discipline. Accordingly, instruction in the
content areas is often the roost 'productive place for teaching
reading and communication skills\ Young people are acquiring
skills even as they use those skills* learn.
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